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01. What is the Hullabaloo about UFO's? (Part One)  

  

Dear ones, we begin our postings with this article for the understanding of your 

minds, as you have been fed so much irresponsible information upon this subject.  

Part One of this first article speaks of the correct concept of looking at 

“extraterrestrial craft,” as you call it, whilst Part Two speaks of the first landing upon 

this Earth by our ancestors and what exactly did happen at that time under the 

subtitle of "Earth, the Way-station of the Galaxy!" - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

McPherson  

 

July 18, 2012  

UFO's, star planes, or starships, whatever you like to call them, are flying vehicflying vehicflying vehicflying vehiclesleslesles. 

They take the pilot and crew, and sometimes citizens of other worlds to wherever 

they are destined to travel.  
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Just as you have airplanes which take you to different continents, so do the so do the so do the so do the 

starships take their pilot, crew, and sometimes citizens, to other worlds or planets. starships take their pilot, crew, and sometimes citizens, to other worlds or planets. starships take their pilot, crew, and sometimes citizens, to other worlds or planets. starships take their pilot, crew, and sometimes citizens, to other worlds or planets.     

Remember what it must have been like for certain tribal regions to see their first 

aero plane? They must have believed, before they laid eyes on the white man, that 

they were gods in strange flying machines. But for those who flew the machines, 

this was an everyday experience for them.  

Are then many of the inhabitants of this particular earthen planet not acting in the 

same way as some of those old tribal regions?  

It is sad to know that many people of this particular world are not even familiar 

with their own galactic history, and therefore run from their very relatives who have 

come to see and teach them what they need to know, even before catastrophe hits, 

cocococoncerning ncerning ncerning ncerning rescue on the wayrescue on the wayrescue on the wayrescue on the way    ----    a promise which was given the generations not long a promise which was given the generations not long a promise which was given the generations not long a promise which was given the generations not long 

after this world was inhabited. after this world was inhabited. after this world was inhabited. after this world was inhabited.     

You see, you are all extraterrestrials.you are all extraterrestrials.you are all extraterrestrials.you are all extraterrestrials. You come from a mixture of planets and 

intergalactic races. Each of you come from a highly-evolved culture, whether to the 

positive or the negative, because not only did the good people come, but so did 

the bad people who wanted nothing more than to control the people of this who wanted nothing more than to control the people of this who wanted nothing more than to control the people of this who wanted nothing more than to control the people of this EarthEarthEarthEarth    

with their money trick, putting the good people under bondage and takingwith their money trick, putting the good people under bondage and takingwith their money trick, putting the good people under bondage and takingwith their money trick, putting the good people under bondage and taking    the land the land the land the land 

they were sharing they were sharing they were sharing they were sharing OneOneOneOne    with the other, and making them work for them until they with the other, and making them work for them until they with the other, and making them work for them until they with the other, and making them work for them until they 

were too weak to fight backwere too weak to fight backwere too weak to fight backwere too weak to fight back!!!!  

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson   
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02. What is the Hullabaloo About UFO's (Part Two)  

 

 

Earth, the Waystation of the Galaxy! 
 

July 18, 2012  

This particular Earth was so beautiful, it was chosen as a wayit was chosen as a wayit was chosen as a wayit was chosen as a way----station for the station for the station for the station for the 

intergalactic people from other worlds. intergalactic people from other worlds. intergalactic people from other worlds. intergalactic people from other worlds. A way-station is simply a station away from 

home, or away from other planetary worlds.  

  

Those from other worlds were to come to this Earth, some for refueling, for not all not all not all not all 

were at the technical level of space travel without fuel,were at the technical level of space travel without fuel,were at the technical level of space travel without fuel,were at the technical level of space travel without fuel, but that was not all. The 

people from different worlds were to set up an experiment. The experiment was 

that each each each each pure race of people choose a portion of land.pure race of people choose a portion of land.pure race of people choose a portion of land.pure race of people choose a portion of land. There were many people of 

different races and the Earth was large, so the people were to learn to live the people were to learn to live the people were to learn to live the people were to learn to live 

peacefully together on the same planet,peacefully together on the same planet,peacefully together on the same planet,peacefully together on the same planet, and to begin with, they were to share with they were to share with they were to share with they were to share with 

OneOneOneOne    another, their cultuanother, their cultuanother, their cultuanother, their culture, their technology, their arts, their wisdom, to educate re, their technology, their arts, their wisdom, to educate re, their technology, their arts, their wisdom, to educate re, their technology, their arts, their wisdom, to educate OneOneOneOne    

another in all aspects of the others' planetary homeland afar, and at this time not to another in all aspects of the others' planetary homeland afar, and at this time not to another in all aspects of the others' planetary homeland afar, and at this time not to another in all aspects of the others' planetary homeland afar, and at this time not to 
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mix races in marriage,mix races in marriage,mix races in marriage,mix races in marriage, for until they learned to live, One with another upon the 

same planet, intermarriage - which they called unions - could raise problems.  

  

Upon higher-evolved worlds, the races keep separate for the most part, but 

continually visit One another to learn and appreciate that which the other has. It all 

works very well.  

The very first landing was in what we call today as Iraq.Iraq.Iraq.Iraq. From there the star people 

migrated to what is now Egypt, Syria, Iran and Saudi Arabia - all of whom claim 

they had paradise first. And they are all right, except that Iraq was the first place in Iraq was the first place in Iraq was the first place in Iraq was the first place in 

the land of Urthe land of Urthe land of Urthe land of Ur, meaning Urban, or to make Urban, where the starships landed. In 

South America other people of other races landed in what is called Aztec and built built built built 

pyramidspyramidspyramidspyramids there, as well as in Egypt. This happened the world over!  

The pyramids in Egypt were built as control towers to contact The pyramids in Egypt were built as control towers to contact The pyramids in Egypt were built as control towers to contact The pyramids in Egypt were built as control towers to contact (and guide) (and guide) (and guide) (and guide) the the the the 

starshipsstarshipsstarshipsstarships, much as your men and women in airport control towers speak to the 

pilots in your aero planes. Data of impending dangers or other information was 

passed onto the starship captains and commanders.  

The starship commanders and their crews built the great pyramids using laser The starship commanders and their crews built the great pyramids using laser The starship commanders and their crews built the great pyramids using laser The starship commanders and their crews built the great pyramids using laser 

technology.technology.technology.technology. That is why not a hair width remained between the carefully incisered 

(crafted) blocks.  

Later, so as not to alarm the people who had by that time forgotten the story of 

their relatives who brought their ancestors to this Earth, the Pharaohs and One 

particular Queen of Egypt wore special headdresses which resembled the cobra 

snake. These headdresses contained a special insert or antenna by wThese headdresses contained a special insert or antenna by wThese headdresses contained a special insert or antenna by wThese headdresses contained a special insert or antenna by which the Queen hich the Queen hich the Queen hich the Queen 

or Pharaohs could successfully speak to the starships without detection.or Pharaohs could successfully speak to the starships without detection.or Pharaohs could successfully speak to the starships without detection.or Pharaohs could successfully speak to the starships without detection. But they 

were not the only ones. The "gods" and "goddesses" had passed on their 

instruments in their headwear to the Pharaohs, and particular Queen of Egypt for 

direct contact with the starships. Many knowledgeable bad ones wanted the 

pyramids destroyed and eventually the cap the cap the cap the cap stone stone stone stone was taken off.was taken off.was taken off.was taken off. We will pick up on 

this later.  

  

 - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson   
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 03. What is the Hullabaloo About UFO's (Part Three) 

 

Those Behind the Government Hide the Truth! 

What are Your Governments Keeping From You? 
 

July 18, 2012  

Dear people came to this Earth in starships, left their offspring who have 

reincarnated over and over into the future generations, and have beenand have beenand have beenand have been    severely severely severely severely 

duped by the ones who brought the money trickduped by the ones who brought the money trickduped by the ones who brought the money trickduped by the ones who brought the money trick!!!!        

  

Our ancestors who left the citizens of other planets on this Our ancestors who left the citizens of other planets on this Our ancestors who left the citizens of other planets on this Our ancestors who left the citizens of other planets on this EarthEarthEarthEarth, departed , departed , departed , departed whenwhenwhenwhen    the the the the 

bad people camebad people camebad people camebad people came and at that time our ancestors were not militarily strong, so they 

promised they would come back One day and rescue their generations. You see, 

there was not enough room to take all the prodigy back with them. And to this day, And to this day, And to this day, And to this day, 

the bad ones are trying to stop the "UFO's" from keeping their promise to their the bad ones are trying to stop the "UFO's" from keeping their promise to their the bad ones are trying to stop the "UFO's" from keeping their promise to their the bad ones are trying to stop the "UFO's" from keeping their promise to their 

prodigy.prodigy.prodigy.prodigy.        

  

The controllers who lurk behind most of this world's government forbid your 

scientists to tell you the truth behind the continual appearance of your ancestors. 

They lock up in mental institutions all those scientists and astronauts who "talk." 
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The rest they kill along with their families. So, it is not safe for the scientists nor So, it is not safe for the scientists nor So, it is not safe for the scientists nor So, it is not safe for the scientists nor 

astronauts to talk about what they know. astronauts to talk about what they know. astronauts to talk about what they know. astronauts to talk about what they know.     

The inhabitants of UFOs, meaning, as we know, "uuuunidentified fffflying oooobjects," have 

always identified themselves to both your governments as well as to you, the 

citizens of this planet Earth through their words in telepathic scribing,telepathic scribing,telepathic scribing,telepathic scribing, visitations of 

certain people and showing themselves as "signs in the skies" to all. "Look up! for"Look up! for"Look up! for"Look up! for    

your redemption (or rescue) is near"your redemption (or rescue) is near"your redemption (or rescue) is near"your redemption (or rescue) is near" has always been a well-known phrase spoken 

up throughout the generations, and One we are all most familiar with.  

All throughout texts up through the ages starships were depicted until someone 

thought to take the word "ship" away from the word "star." But that is not all they 

did. They made it heresy for those who telepathically speak to those who are also They made it heresy for those who telepathically speak to those who are also They made it heresy for those who telepathically speak to those who are also They made it heresy for those who telepathically speak to those who are also 

telepathic upon starships, and persecuted them,telepathic upon starships, and persecuted them,telepathic upon starships, and persecuted them,telepathic upon starships, and persecuted them, and we are no exception. The ones 

who occupy this planet are the ones which are kept away from this Earth's moon. 

Let us continue.  

So, to keep their own planets safe the exterior rim of each planet is guarded by to keep their own planets safe the exterior rim of each planet is guarded by to keep their own planets safe the exterior rim of each planet is guarded by to keep their own planets safe the exterior rim of each planet is guarded by 

Federation Star Ships,Federation Star Ships,Federation Star Ships,Federation Star Ships, who, likened to the starships who make up the big and little 

dipper, whose lights dim from time to time as they change ships for sabbatical, sit sit sit sit 

in in in in OneOneOneOne    place and are place and are place and are place and are armed to the teeth.armed to the teeth.armed to the teeth.armed to the teeth.    But no ship carrying pilot or crew from 

those worlds such as this particular One, whom have the urge to invade and 

occupy planets in "outer space," are allowed closer than 150 of our miles150 of our miles150 of our miles150 of our miles near any 

world, including our Earth's Moon.  

  

Yes, those are lights you do see on the perimeters of the moon, and buildings too, 

though the side you do not see is inhabited, and lush greenery is prevalent in all 

places. We will go into that a little later.  

  

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  
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04.    You Are Living Your Next Life 

 

What happens to the soul of those whose physical bodies have perished? In this article are the 

details of that next experience. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson 

 

These are the Events Which Happen to the Soul After "Death" 

July 13, 2012  

What happens to you "after" you die? It is important to understand that there is no It is important to understand that there is no It is important to understand that there is no It is important to understand that there is no 

death.death.death.death. At the time of ascension the soul leaves the body as naturally as it entered it. 

You stand up and walk out. There is nothing mystical about it. Life is as natural as 

breathing and it is the same with the soul entering the body and then leaving the 

body. It is all a part and portion of life itself. Breathe in, breathe out.  
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Just as a leaf in spring time will unfurl, so will the soul enter the body and be born. 

Then as the leaf in the fall departs from the tree, so will the soul again depart from 

that body which he or she inhabits.  

  

The soul will then depart for the DDDDeva eva eva eva CCCChanhanhanhan, or Place of the Waiting. And where is 

this? Upon another planet set aside for the souls. There may be forests with 

houses, or grasslands......in fact, anywhere habitable which you would find on Earth, 

you will find "in heaven."  

The soul, once it leaves the denser body, will continue in his or her appearance and 

will be solid, molecules vibrating at a higher rate.  

A guide will lead the soul to the place of waiting. The guide may be unknown, or 

the guide may be a relative or someone you know, who has not yet moved on.  

There the There the There the There the soul is given a place to stay,soul is given a place to stay,soul is given a place to stay,soul is given a place to stay, usually a house, not fancy, but still a 

protective cover where the soul will be given basic foods, clothing, and may stay 

with others gone before (if they are still waiting to see the Akashic council) or reside alone. 

Walks may be taken and comradeship developed.  

  

You must understand that the soul is just as solid as the physical body.You must understand that the soul is just as solid as the physical body.You must understand that the soul is just as solid as the physical body.You must understand that the soul is just as solid as the physical body. I will explain.  

As the soul enters into a body, that body is made of a molecular structure in which 

the molecules are close together giving the body a densitygiving the body a densitygiving the body a densitygiving the body a density which differs from that 

of the soul light body, or soul body which is lightersoul body which is lightersoul body which is lightersoul body which is lighter,,,,    or less dense.or less dense.or less dense.or less dense. When the soul 

leaves the denser body it returns to a place or planet where the magnetism 

(gravity) of the planet allows the soul body, movement, such as walking, running, 

swimming, and so on.  

When the time of the waiting is over, a guide will take the soul to the Akashic Akashic Akashic Akashic 

Council.Council.Council.Council. The Akashic Council is made up of highly evolved men and women whose 

duty it is to guide the soul over major aspects of their formal life, whether to the 

positive or negative aspects, and suggest to the soul his or her next action. For a 

soul which has come from a traumatic exit of the denser body, a time may be set a time may be set a time may be set a time may be set 

aside for their emotional recovaside for their emotional recovaside for their emotional recovaside for their emotional recovery. ery. ery. ery.     
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When One states that they are not responsible for this or that event in the world's 

history, due to the fact they had not been born at that time, they are most likely 

not being accurate, for we are the reincarnation of a past life or more. This is how 

the "sins" of the father may be visited upon the son, for One example. We must We must We must We must 

come back in order to "fix" that which "we broke." come back in order to "fix" that which "we broke." come back in order to "fix" that which "we broke." come back in order to "fix" that which "we broke."     

There is much to be said on this topic, but for now, to those who read this is a 

beginning. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson   
  

  

05. Why One Does Not Remember Past Lives 

  

Dear ones, we would like to expound upon the "veil of forgetfulness" which occurs for 

most people at the time of their rebirth back into this world.  

There is no religion which can explain why all people are not being reborn equal. For 

example: One may be blind, another with great musical talent, and so on. - Uthrania Seila 

Sentana-Ries McPherson  
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Is the Veil of Forgetfulness Necessary? 
 

July 16, 2012  

Before the time of the Equinox,Equinox,Equinox,Equinox, and when the same generations are reincarnated 

back on this plane for lessons to be learned - or for great talents to be developed, 

or for the positive or negative karma (what you sow you reap) to represent itself 

toward the individual, group or nation ----    the veil of forgetfulness in most instances is the veil of forgetfulness in most instances is the veil of forgetfulness in most instances is the veil of forgetfulness in most instances is 

placed each time over the conscious memory of each person.placed each time over the conscious memory of each person.placed each time over the conscious memory of each person.placed each time over the conscious memory of each person. This is done in order 

to safeguard the individual from having to deal emotionally with previous 

experiences from past lifestreams. But you will have a soul recognitionsoul recognitionsoul recognitionsoul recognition and intuition 

without the experience remembered.  

Remembering and emotionally experiencing past lifestreams consciRemembering and emotionally experiencing past lifestreams consciRemembering and emotionally experiencing past lifestreams consciRemembering and emotionally experiencing past lifestreams consciously would be ously would be ously would be ously would be 

too much to handle for the individual otherwise,too much to handle for the individual otherwise,too much to handle for the individual otherwise,too much to handle for the individual otherwise, and in many instances would 

interfere with the present lifestream in which that individual finds itself incarnated 

in.  

It is DNADNADNADNA - or soul remembrance - which the individual must now deal with 

subconsciously, and that simply entails that particular growth which has been 

severely encoded within the system of the individual, must now participate in the 

testing of its own solidness within the individual's holy universal structure.  

In other words: It is your soul remembrance in the subconscious part of the brain 

due to your DNA continually receiving instructions throughout your accumulated 

lifestreams which is put to the test when you arrive back on an earthen world with 

the same lessons to complete.  

-Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  
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06. How Is it We Do Not Live Only One Life? 

 

July 17, 2012  

Now let us move on to the misconception of believing One "lives only once" and 

yet "everyone is created equal."  

To begin with, nothing pertaining to the reality of the nothing pertaining to the reality of the nothing pertaining to the reality of the nothing pertaining to the reality of the UniverseUniverseUniverseUniverse    is ever religious,is ever religious,is ever religious,is ever religious, 

which is why no stumbling block is ever placed in the way of knowledge and 

understanding.  

If all who are born upon this planet are created equal, then why are some born 

brilliant whilst others are born not so brilliant? Why are some born blind whilst 

others see? Why are some born deformed whilst others are beauteous of body? 

We could go on and on, the list is almost endless, but we will stop here and answer 

this first question.  
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No matter how you look at it, it is not equality when all are not born equal. We are We are We are We are 

all equal pertaining to our rights. But we are not equal in our abilities, for abilities all equal pertaining to our rights. But we are not equal in our abilities, for abilities all equal pertaining to our rights. But we are not equal in our abilities, for abilities all equal pertaining to our rights. But we are not equal in our abilities, for abilities 

and talents are worked at and earned over countless lifestreams. and talents are worked at and earned over countless lifestreams. and talents are worked at and earned over countless lifestreams. and talents are worked at and earned over countless lifestreams.     

Each of us are reborn into a new lifestream as the sum total of that which we are, 

which we have earned, learned and applied, either to the positive or to the 

negative. All is for a process of learning in order to bring us closer to where we 

wish - and need to be.  

  

The Akashic Council and the School of Life 

    

The soul may have asked the Akashic CouncilAkashic CouncilAkashic CouncilAkashic Council to allow it to be tested in certain 

schools. The soul may have also Karmic backlash in how he or she in a prior 

incarnation treated another. There are diverse scenarios. As we experience, we 

learn to become better souls who will One day achieve a higher standard of life in a 

higher evolved world. If not, the soul will be continuing on the same wheel of life If not, the soul will be continuing on the same wheel of life If not, the soul will be continuing on the same wheel of life If not, the soul will be continuing on the same wheel of life 

upon upon upon upon OneOneOneOne    lowerlowerlowerlower----evolved planet or another, over and over again, never achieving full evolved planet or another, over and over again, never achieving full evolved planet or another, over and over again, never achieving full evolved planet or another, over and over again, never achieving full 

happiness. happiness. happiness. happiness.     

We, as sentient Beings, are in a school. We are born into the school of life. We start 

at the beginning and after many, many lifestreams, and hopefully we progress 

positively, we begin to gain wisdom with the accumulation of our knowledge.  

For example, in your schools, some dear ones pass the first grade with languages 

and social studies as their top grade, whilst they need to accumulate more 

experience with the sciences or art and gymnastics. So they may be held over in 

those subjects and come back again to learn better those particular lessons. And 

you progress all the way through school, university and many experiences rung by 

rung.  

It is the same with lifestreams. The joy of learning is the ultimate goal of every 

human being.  
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When you learn, you progress, and when you progress, you finally hit the first rung when you progress, you finally hit the first rung when you progress, you finally hit the first rung when you progress, you finally hit the first rung 

of of of of OneOneOneOne    of the many worlds or planets who have achieved Paradisaical living.of the many worlds or planets who have achieved Paradisaical living.of the many worlds or planets who have achieved Paradisaical living.of the many worlds or planets who have achieved Paradisaical living. In this 

Paradise you then continue on in that first grade upward, not needing to come 

back to a world which is lowly evolved, unless you wish to assist others on their 

upward journey here in the physical.  

You work your way to your own salvation, so to speak, and no matter what you 

believe, no One can do it for you. You have to earn your own experiences, so they 

are truly your own.  

  

During your own experiences you build character, achieve knowledge and wisdom. 

and no One can do that for you, as you can see.  

There is much to be said on this topic as well, but perhaps a little at a time is all we 

need to begin our journey of understanding of the universes and their wisdom.  

If diversity of religion bring about warsIf diversity of religion bring about warsIf diversity of religion bring about warsIf diversity of religion bring about wars,,,, then neither side has ever understood what  

your Prophets and Master Teachers - including Buddha and Vishnu - have ever 

spoken to you in the past, present, nor in the future.  

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

  

07. Talents, Gifts, DNA, Heaven, Earth Explanation 
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In this article, we come to the understanding whether the child receives "gifts" from 

the parents or from "God" as the religionists like to quip. Where does the child 

receive his or her talents from? This truth was cauterized out of the pages of the 

Bible itself, and as more new additions are printed, more valid texts have 

disappeared.  

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

 

The Akashic Board 

July 15, 2012  

When the child is born - or rather BEFORE the child is born to a parent - it is heavily 

discussed among the heavenly council, the Akashic BoardAkashic BoardAkashic BoardAkashic Board, exactly whom that child 

shall be born to in particular, in the case of child genius.  

This goes for every culture. The child comes with its own DNA manifestation and The child comes with its own DNA manifestation and The child comes with its own DNA manifestation and The child comes with its own DNA manifestation and 

talents which he or she has acquired through difficult and steady work, lifestream talents which he or she has acquired through difficult and steady work, lifestream talents which he or she has acquired through difficult and steady work, lifestream talents which he or she has acquired through difficult and steady work, lifestream 

afterafterafterafter    lifestream. lifestream. lifestream. lifestream.     

In the case of a musician for instance, that child may be born to a set of parents 

who are both - not gifted - but rather talented, having earned the right to their 

acclamation before the world scene.  

  

In other words, they both - the man and the woman - come back to this particular 

earthen planet we call Angorius for the sole purpose of ENJOYING or REAPING 

what they have sown in other lifestreams!  

 

Different Families? 

 

When that man and the woman have a child, that child will most likely - unless 

there is a reason otherwise - be also reincarnated into the same family of a 
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particular group which he or she once in the past, as you call it, decided to work IN 

HARMONY TOGETHER with musical talents COMBINED.  

  

The GIFT which is then given is given at the time of conception, wherein the father 

passes through his sperm his particular DNA which has coded within it his own 

musical talents which may be a little diverse from that of the child which he passes 

it on to. This is where the term "gift from God" or "gift from my father in heaven" 

first originated from. For we have all at some time emigrated from another planet 

to this One.  

The woman likewise may pass along her talents which she has so aptly worked 

hard at acquiring through the rotation of child and egg. In other words, when the 

child is the “egg” the mother at that time is INFUSED with the child through and 

through, and this is where the heavy, at most times, bonding of the child to the 

mother occurs at childbirth and beyond, then the sperm is delivered to format the 

child into the likeness of both parents, with the eldest usually resembling first the 

father - if the child be female - and the mother, if the child be a son.  

This is the story of the gift of the talents from heaven. It is unfortunate, however, 

that the mother is usually - if not always - left out in linguistical diagram.  

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  
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08. Paradise Is For Now! 

 

Dear readers, in this article I wish to remind you of the fact that the law of sowing 

and reaping applies with exactness with regard to how we conduct ourselves to 

those around us, and whether we have decided to build a paradise for ourselves 

and others. Then that is what we will inherit in our future lives.   

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

 

You Are Already Living Your Next Life in the Heavens! 
 

July 15, 2012  

We already live in the next "heaven." We reside in the heavens upon our own 

earthly planet. Many planets reside with us here in the "heavens" or the heaven, 

and these planets are definitely inhabited by other human Beings. Some are 

planets with evolved human Beings: evolved in social standards, economic evolved in social standards, economic evolved in social standards, economic evolved in social standards, economic 

standards and technical standards,standards and technical standards,standards and technical standards,standards and technical standards, while other planets are inhabited by Beings of 

less evolved stature that equals that of this planet you like to call Earth, though this this this this 

planet is only planet is only planet is only planet is only OneOneOneOne    of many planets of of many planets of of many planets of of many planets of EarthEarthEarthEarth, sky and sea. , sky and sea. , sky and sea. , sky and sea.     
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Your governments, and those who control your governmentsYour governments, and those who control your governmentsYour governments, and those who control your governmentsYour governments, and those who control your governments upon this particular 

Earth whom control your scientists and many other experts, do not wish for you to do not wish for you to do not wish for you to do not wish for you to 

know these facts soknow these facts soknow these facts soknow these facts so----wellwellwellwell----known among other races upon oknown among other races upon oknown among other races upon oknown among other races upon other planets simply due ther planets simply due ther planets simply due ther planets simply due 

to the fact that they, your governments, and those who control your governments, to the fact that they, your governments, and those who control your governments, to the fact that they, your governments, and those who control your governments, to the fact that they, your governments, and those who control your governments, 

wish to control your lives in every way using you, the peoples, for their slaves.wish to control your lives in every way using you, the peoples, for their slaves.wish to control your lives in every way using you, the peoples, for their slaves.wish to control your lives in every way using you, the peoples, for their slaves. So, 

sharing anything with you, the people, is not something they want to do. Making 

your lives easier and more joyous, and not forcing you in working to make 

themselves rich and powerful is a big NO NO with them. So, we are telling you!  

You are your own creator now.You are your own creator now.You are your own creator now.You are your own creator now. What you create in this life will be your heaven in 

the next life!  

  

When you begin to create or build for instance a house for your own occupation, 

you will live in that same house tomorrow in this incarnation. It is the same with 

lifestreams. What you build or create in this present lifestream. What you build or create in this present lifestream. What you build or create in this present lifestream. What you build or create in this present lifestream,,,,    will be what you will will be what you will will be what you will will be what you will 

receive as having already been created by you in the next. receive as having already been created by you in the next. receive as having already been created by you in the next. receive as having already been created by you in the next.     

Remember also, that living is a state of Being.living is a state of Being.living is a state of Being.living is a state of Being. At no time are you innate or dead, so 

while you are in your present life it is important to create your own happiness in the it is important to create your own happiness in the it is important to create your own happiness in the it is important to create your own happiness in the 

here and now in order that in your next life you will reap that which you have sown.here and now in order that in your next life you will reap that which you have sown.here and now in order that in your next life you will reap that which you have sown.here and now in order that in your next life you will reap that which you have sown.  

A great part of happiness is creating happiness for others. It is always better to 

share happiness with others for a happier next incarnation. Some call it Karma. 

People in your next life - should you be incarnated together during the same time 

period - will seek you out through soul recognition either to the positive or to the 

negative. The positive is by far better.  

Not even in physical death of the incarnational body is the soul dead or innate, 

otherwise the soul could not experience, learn lessons, and grow. Those who do not Those who do not Those who do not Those who do not 

wish to change from wickedness will survive in future lives upon planets whose wish to change from wickedness will survive in future lives upon planets whose wish to change from wickedness will survive in future lives upon planets whose wish to change from wickedness will survive in future lives upon planets whose 

inhabitants ainhabitants ainhabitants ainhabitants are just like themselves especially at the time of the Great Equinox which re just like themselves especially at the time of the Great Equinox which re just like themselves especially at the time of the Great Equinox which re just like themselves especially at the time of the Great Equinox which 

occurs every so many millennioccurs every so many millennioccurs every so many millennioccurs every so many millenniaaaa.... Not a pretty picture, is it?  

If you fail to become involved in the change of your planet and continue in letting 

affairs run amuck, then you will have created no change for the good for yourself 

and others in not following the position of other higher-evolved intergalactic 
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worlds, and therefore will receive only the same misery all over again in the next 

life, and will continue on the incarnational wheel!  

You, yourselves, are wholly responsible for your plights and no One else. You make 

the mess of your own lives and then you clean it up. It would be completely selfish It would be completely selfish It would be completely selfish It would be completely selfish 

to expect anyone else to do it for you. Do not think that you may use another for a to expect anyone else to do it for you. Do not think that you may use another for a to expect anyone else to do it for you. Do not think that you may use another for a to expect anyone else to do it for you. Do not think that you may use another for a 

scapegoat, for the universes just do scapegoat, for the universes just do scapegoat, for the universes just do scapegoat, for the universes just do not not not not work that way, no matter how work that way, no matter how work that way, no matter how work that way, no matter how hard hard hard hard you may you may you may you may 

trytrytrytry!!!!        

If you are perhaps a very wealthy person who loves pIf you are perhaps a very wealthy person who loves pIf you are perhaps a very wealthy person who loves pIf you are perhaps a very wealthy person who loves power over their brothers and ower over their brothers and ower over their brothers and ower over their brothers and 

sisters and serves them injustice, remember this sisters and serves them injustice, remember this sisters and serves them injustice, remember this sisters and serves them injustice, remember this is an issue belonging to is an issue belonging to is an issue belonging to is an issue belonging to the field of the field of the field of the field of 

KKKKarma, arma, arma, arma, where in the end you will where in the end you will where in the end you will where in the end you will reapreapreapreap    that whichthat whichthat whichthat which    you sowyou sowyou sowyou sow!!!!        

  

    

Injustice Breeds Even More Injustice! 

Those who create injustice injustice injustice injustice toward others will definitely find themselves on the 

other end of their own policy One day. Injustice breeds back injustice.  

Remember, it is not wise to rush others to greater heights in their lifestream. 

Everyone needs time to grow at their own rate.Everyone needs time to grow at their own rate.Everyone needs time to grow at their own rate.Everyone needs time to grow at their own rate. ButButButBut    you can change yourselves, the you can change yourselves, the you can change yourselves, the you can change yourselves, the 

way you think, the way you honestly conduct yourself toward others,way you think, the way you honestly conduct yourself toward others,way you think, the way you honestly conduct yourself toward others,way you think, the way you honestly conduct yourself toward others, and see 

yourselves into moving forward as you learn the ever-present truth of the universes 

and what that truth means which your brothers and sisters of other worlds wish to 

teach each and every One of you!  

For example: the words, "we reap that which we sow" is a truth, but now you may 

fully understand just what that truth means to your incarnational experience.  

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  
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09. Man-Woman Unions In The Higher Evolved 

Worlds 

 
Do the ones already situated upon paradisaical structured worlds ever divorce? This writing explains 

in detail just how their relationships work, and you, our readers, may just get One big surprise.  

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

 

The Relationship Beyond This Earth! 

 

When a relationship has gone as far as it is able to go for the man or woman, and 

they have completed the experience of learning and living and entwining with that 

particular "essence" One to the other, they may then continue to cohabitate as they may then continue to cohabitate as they may then continue to cohabitate as they may then continue to cohabitate as 

friends untilfriends untilfriends untilfriends until    the time comes whereby each is to be given by the other unto their the time comes whereby each is to be given by the other unto their the time comes whereby each is to be given by the other unto their the time comes whereby each is to be given by the other unto their 

future destiny. future destiny. future destiny. future destiny.     

It is best that there be a period of soul purification for both, the man as well as the 

woman, between sacred relationships. Soul purification states that the relationshipSoul purification states that the relationshipSoul purification states that the relationshipSoul purification states that the relationship    

has been completed therein there is no physical interaction at all, and none wanted. has been completed therein there is no physical interaction at all, and none wanted. has been completed therein there is no physical interaction at all, and none wanted. has been completed therein there is no physical interaction at all, and none wanted.     
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Growth can also occur in a lifestream where there will be no moving into another 

relationship for those who do not need the next step - or next experience - in their 

lives at that time. For these precious ones they will finish out their lifestream as 

One within a unit or body who chooses to remain for the benefit of completing 

that experience. Each relationship or experience must be completed to its entirety.  

  

But for those who do wish to move on, those ones must ensure that the other will those ones must ensure that the other will those ones must ensure that the other will those ones must ensure that the other will 

be fully satisfied and happy in their own destiny as well.be fully satisfied and happy in their own destiny as well.be fully satisfied and happy in their own destiny as well.be fully satisfied and happy in their own destiny as well. To do less would be to hurt 

One's own self, for when One is not happy, then in true friendship the other cannot 

be happy either. This works on the same and exact principle of: If One member of 

the body hurts then it affects another member or members (family members and 

children) of the body.  

Friendship and truFriendship and truFriendship and truFriendship and trust is a major portion of a perfect relationship,st is a major portion of a perfect relationship,st is a major portion of a perfect relationship,st is a major portion of a perfect relationship, even after what we 

call "the releasing." A solid friendship encompasses all the traits of loyalty, A solid friendship encompasses all the traits of loyalty, A solid friendship encompasses all the traits of loyalty, A solid friendship encompasses all the traits of loyalty, 

protection and trust, "excluding" that of the sacred physical joining.protection and trust, "excluding" that of the sacred physical joining.protection and trust, "excluding" that of the sacred physical joining.protection and trust, "excluding" that of the sacred physical joining. When a 

relationship is first begun, building a strong and solid friendship is absolutely 

necessary before such a relationship is able to blossom. Therefore, when it is time 

to move on, the friendship, the solid foot of the relationship, will always be a 

lasting reminder that the growth and experience for each One was a successful 

One.  

The dear ones, the cohabitating man and woman, when entering into an 

agreement to move onward to their soul-mate, or next twin flame, otherwise called 

"destiny," need do nothing more than implement the Universal Law of repeating 

One to the other, three times, "I release thee in love.""I release thee in love.""I release thee in love.""I release thee in love." This matter need not go This matter need not go This matter need not go This matter need not go 

before a court of secular, religious, nor tribal law, simply because the two adults will before a court of secular, religious, nor tribal law, simply because the two adults will before a court of secular, religious, nor tribal law, simply because the two adults will before a court of secular, religious, nor tribal law, simply because the two adults will 

be highly enough evolved to handle that matter themselves. In the hibe highly enough evolved to handle that matter themselves. In the hibe highly enough evolved to handle that matter themselves. In the hibe highly enough evolved to handle that matter themselves. In the higher evolved gher evolved gher evolved gher evolved 

realms there are no courts nor is there a need for lawyers. realms there are no courts nor is there a need for lawyers. realms there are no courts nor is there a need for lawyers. realms there are no courts nor is there a need for lawyers.     

Therefore, any releasing of two people from a union does not diminish that 

relationship in its importance but rather "changes the relationship" leaving 

friendship intact, and does in no wise ensure costs to either party.  

Under the great wisdom of our forefathers and foremothers, the way forward was 

long ago provided under the Law of Releasing. Law of Releasing. Law of Releasing. Law of Releasing.     
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In the world today there are many scars left from divorce between man and 

woman. The higher universal scope or practice is that when a man or woman is when a man or woman is when a man or woman is when a man or woman is 

highly enough evolved, "the releasing," will be made in friendshiphighly enough evolved, "the releasing," will be made in friendshiphighly enough evolved, "the releasing," will be made in friendshiphighly enough evolved, "the releasing," will be made in friendship, where, when the 

woman or man moves to the next union, there is no friction or otherwise, 

occurring, and therefore any children involved are loved by all sides.  

  

It means not a broken, separated or fragmented family but rather an "extension" to 

the One (whole). There will be no fragmentation, therefore no jealousy, animosity, 

nor heartbreak.  

  

Releasing Releasing Releasing Releasing OneOneOneOne    another in this way is an experience for growthanother in this way is an experience for growthanother in this way is an experience for growthanother in this way is an experience for growth. We do not stagnate 

One another on our upward journey when the relationship has gone as far in its 

growth as it can for the two beloved ones.  

The union is "sanctified." But "sanctification" as understood between One man and 

One woman for experience and growth at that time is to be kept sacred. There is 

an intertwining of "essence" at the higher levels or realms which occurs. This is why 

it is spoken that: what god, or goddess, the spirit or essence of, joinswhat god, or goddess, the spirit or essence of, joinswhat god, or goddess, the spirit or essence of, joinswhat god, or goddess, the spirit or essence of, joins    by his/her spirit by his/her spirit by his/her spirit by his/her spirit 

together, not be torn asunder by any man, woman nor child, for the moving onto together, not be torn asunder by any man, woman nor child, for the moving onto together, not be torn asunder by any man, woman nor child, for the moving onto together, not be torn asunder by any man, woman nor child, for the moving onto 

the next must be in the same spirit of compassion, love and understanding for the the next must be in the same spirit of compassion, love and understanding for the the next must be in the same spirit of compassion, love and understanding for the the next must be in the same spirit of compassion, love and understanding for the 

other as it was at the beginning. other as it was at the beginning. other as it was at the beginning. other as it was at the beginning.     

This is the higher principle.  

At no timeAt no timeAt no timeAt no time    need there be a witness to a joiningneed there be a witness to a joiningneed there be a witness to a joiningneed there be a witness to a joining who has the authority to speak up 

against another's union. Those words were added by the lower human element.  

Beloveds, this is where the "law of man" is out of sync with the true universal 

understanding, practice, and spiritual soul growth concerning relationships.  

Do understand, beloveds, there is much more to be said or taught on this issue, for 

there are many more situations within the entire makeup of a universal union. But 

this segment we will leave for later. IIIIt does take "highly evolved" individuals to t does take "highly evolved" individuals to t does take "highly evolved" individuals to t does take "highly evolved" individuals to 

understand there are many roads to "satisfaction" of relationship as held and understand there are many roads to "satisfaction" of relationship as held and understand there are many roads to "satisfaction" of relationship as held and understand there are many roads to "satisfaction" of relationship as held and 

practiced in the higher realms. practiced in the higher realms. practiced in the higher realms. practiced in the higher realms.     
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Relationships and their workings are a serious matter and not a matter for the 

careless at heart and instinct to focus upon.  

For those of you so held in worldly ways and misinterpretation of that which is love 

and fineness of spirit of union, it is best to leave all alone for another time until 

your growth One with another has elevated your understanding to the point 

whereby you are indeed truly ready to embark upon the next rung of the ladder 

homeward, and here again, we speak of the realms on high, or worlds, of highly 

evolved humans.  

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

  

   

10.10.10.10. Beware Of Ignorance Being Your Bliss! 

  

 

Captain James Galiac cites his frustration with those who claim to be his followers without 

understanding nor taking notice of that which he has tried time after time to explain for 

their own “redemption.” – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  
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Captain James Galiac: “Do You Even Understand What I 

Said?” 
 

November 1, 2012 3:00 pm  

 Captain James Galiac Sananda:  

 (Quote)  

  

Well loves, it is I, your most un-influential of all Commanders, by my standard alone, 

Captain James Galiac Sananda; and why is this I state of myself so? It is because 

no matter how long and hard I talk to my ‘parishioners,’ so to speak, for that is what 

many of you call yourselves, you are extremely hard of hearing!  

You take it upon yourselves to state what your ‘Bible’ states, when most of it has 

been altered and erased, otherwise you would catch on to all I am telling you. But 

that is not to be seen, and very clearly you are not going to be ready when my 

fleet come calling at your door through your very television set; over the 

airwaves, telling the each One of you, that we of the Command of the 

Federation of Free Planets are willing to rescue those of you who have 

prepared yourselves with our message of ‘evacuation,’ therein be ready to go 

before the greatest calamities strike you dead, and here we are ‘waiting.’  

Now, what would you say if we were to grace your living room with tangible 

messages of “Christ’s return?” Would you even understand that “Christ” simply 

means “christed ones?” We of the more evolved humans are all christed ones, 

moral ones, ethical ones; that is what ‘holy’ means, dear ones, but you are so far 

a-field of what even “holy” means, that we are wondering if you are even up to 

starship travel!  

Paradise is to be found in the here and now, both, upon your world, if we may 

help you build it, and found also upon other higher evolved engaging worlds whose 

right of access belong only to those who have left of their diapers at home and 

progressed of themselves throughout their lifestreams to the seventh level or degree 

of university.  
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Where there is light, there is also found darkness, for without darkness the 

light would not even show. Is that not right, chelas?  

So, let us not reason together based on text of which has been cauterized out of 

existence; but come and let us reason together based on logic, faith that we will 

come, and a rapt understanding of what paradise - and how to build it - really exists 

in reality.  

So, maudlin to say, we have tried throughout the centuries time after time, and 

because of it we will soon be closing up our doors to the next level of 

habitation.  

Therefore, it will be up to the each of you to decide on that which you would have 

yourselves believe. To us, it is entirely your decision, for we are safe where we are, 

and we will once again depart for each of our own home planets – with you or 

without you.  

It is after all your decision. But never say you never were given a choice, dear ones. 

Itchy ears will not evacuate yourselves anywhere.  

Good Day. Captain James Galiac Sananda, formerly known as the ‘Jesus, the 

Christ,’  though very little of my story is actually known.  

Good Day.  

Abbreviate the time sequence, Seila, and have a good day to you both. Sananda out. 

(3:17 pm)  

(End quote)  

From our unpublished as yet, book Prophecy Determined.  

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson   
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11.11.11.11. Higher Structure Of Incarnation And The Economics 

 

Dear ones, this article have I written as a foundation for that which is to come in the form of writs or 

scribings from the starship commanders. It is a brief look into economics and where you go upon 

your next incarnation, provided you have made it to the first level of a paradisaical world.  

-Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson   

  

What is the First Level of Paradise, and What Evolution Do We 

Speak of? 

 

First you must understand that through reincarnation whatever you build in this life 

will be your token or contribution toward yourselves as well as others in the next. 

Hence, you are now living in the Time of Hence, you are now living in the Time of Hence, you are now living in the Time of Hence, you are now living in the Time of the Great Equinox whereby you either make the Great Equinox whereby you either make the Great Equinox whereby you either make the Great Equinox whereby you either make 

it to the first rung of living upon a Paradisaical worldit to the first rung of living upon a Paradisaical worldit to the first rung of living upon a Paradisaical worldit to the first rung of living upon a Paradisaical world,,,,    having made it over the having made it over the having made it over the having made it over the 

Equinox, Equinox, Equinox, Equinox, or having to repeat many lifestreams over again upon various planetary or having to repeat many lifestreams over again upon various planetary or having to repeat many lifestreams over again upon various planetary or having to repeat many lifestreams over again upon various planetary 

worlds. worlds. worlds. worlds.     

Once you do make it over the final Equinox,Equinox,Equinox,Equinox, you then will never never never never need to work in the 

negative upon worlds such as this. Like a plant you grow and continue to flourish, 

without snow and ice making you to repeat and rebuild consistently. It is an 
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exciting time for you live upon worlds in which truth is the normal attribute of life, 

no matter in which discipline you may study or major in.  

Travel to other planets is as normal a feat as travel to other countries is upon this Travel to other planets is as normal a feat as travel to other countries is upon this Travel to other planets is as normal a feat as travel to other countries is upon this Travel to other planets is as normal a feat as travel to other countries is upon this 

world. world. world. world.     

  

The economic system is entirely different, and this world has no known substitute 

for it, and that is why this world is out of sync with all universal principles of higher 

evolved practices.  

Evolvement does in no wise mean that the Darwin theory has become the 

substitute of truth, but rather the evolvement we speak of has its principles in 

human birth, HU standing for Holy Universal, which simply means that when the 

Creation of the Humanities first began, the human "evolved" in higher 

understanding and principle of truth, but the coordination of the body still remains 

as human.  

Once you make it over the Equinox, your humanity takes on a brand-new type of 

evolution and that evolution has entirely to do with intellect and perfecting and that evolution has entirely to do with intellect and perfecting and that evolution has entirely to do with intellect and perfecting and that evolution has entirely to do with intellect and perfecting OneOneOneOne's 's 's 's 

DNA.DNA.DNA.DNA. One has never begun as a tadpole, for example, evolving into an ape, though 

we do agree that in the political realm most do seem to act out their own beliefs in 

this arena.  

Dear ones, we have worked long and hard over many lifestreams, and few come to and few come to and few come to and few come to 

a world such as this in order to teach of the errors of a world such as this in order to teach of the errors of a world such as this in order to teach of the errors of a world such as this in order to teach of the errors of religion and economicsreligion and economicsreligion and economicsreligion and economics - but 

this is the time of the Equinox.  

  

Our teachings are a danger to the power structure of this dayOur teachings are a danger to the power structure of this dayOur teachings are a danger to the power structure of this dayOur teachings are a danger to the power structure of this day,,,, and the powers that 

be have tried to eliminate in One way or another each One throughout the 

generations who have taught what we are teaching now. Those generations have 

come back at this time to teach the true system in all of its principles and directives 

in DETAILin DETAILin DETAILin DETAIL!!!!  And here what we have given so far has resulted in some trying to 

imposture us as well in order to steal our words by falsifying or remove our words 

completely. That is a grave error and a dangerous thing to do! 
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While this system of economics is effective to steal the resources from the people, 

and yet promises to build them hospitals and a few complexes of housing within, 

say, a five or six year period, the Paradisaical economic society builds all at the Paradisaical economic society builds all at the Paradisaical economic society builds all at the Paradisaical economic society builds all at OneOneOneOne    time time time time 

----    no budget,no budget,no budget,no budget, but before we go into this, here is the example, just so you 

understand how it all works under the system of which you now reside.  

This is our great love to each of you, our children, because without knowledge, One 

is likely to repeat the same mistakes over and over again - and this is is is is the time of 

the Great Equinox. the Great Equinox. the Great Equinox. the Great Equinox.     

  

 

Excerpt From The Blueprint of Paradisaical Economics 
 

July 16, 2012  

Dear ones, the blueprint for the Middle Eastern nations in particular is completed in 

its design with all its intricacies, but will never be let out until the old system - and 

those who control it - go.  

  

Under the present-day system present-day people are suffering this people-hating 

monetary system! A hospital, for example, would look like this: be paid for with 

“money,” under low wages, and reba (taxes) four times four times four times four times overoveroverover  by the people!  

Here is how it works:  

The contractors borrow money from the banker - or several bankers - 

amalgamating their debt load into One massive tribulation.  

Then the contractors hire people to build the hospital.  

The hospital will be built solidly but yet in an inexpensive way as possible in order 

for the contracting company or companies to make as much off their profession as 

possible (profits).  
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Next come the workers who are paid as low a salary as the contractor can possibly 

get away with. That is the first installment.  

 

The borrowing aspect from the continental banks.  

Offshore Providential, for example.  

Then, when the hospital, dull as it may look, is fully completed, the banker wants 

paid back.  

This is the second installment.  

So both the contractor and the workers have to take on another job just to pay 

back to the banker the first job.  

When the first job of building the hospital is paid back in all expenses of the 

borrowing costs, then the city tells the people that they mustthen the city tells the people that they mustthen the city tells the people that they mustthen the city tells the people that they must    now pay fees in order now pay fees in order now pay fees in order now pay fees in order 

to use the communal building, in this case hospital feesto use the communal building, in this case hospital feesto use the communal building, in this case hospital feesto use the communal building, in this case hospital fees or if it is a library, then 

library fees, or if it is a museum, then fees to just go in and look at the museum.  

This is the third installment.  

Then the people are told after they built the hospital and paid the banker back and 

paid the fees to attend the facility, that they must now pay land taxes, upkeep taxes 

of the building, and while the people are paying all these extra usuries out of their 

meager wages, they are having tthey are having tthey are having tthey are having to pay back the money to the banker for the first o pay back the money to the banker for the first o pay back the money to the banker for the first o pay back the money to the banker for the first 

costs of yet another loan for yet another building. costs of yet another loan for yet another building. costs of yet another loan for yet another building. costs of yet another loan for yet another building.     

This is the fourth installment.  

In addition to this, of course, the people are told that it will be several years until 

just so many budgeted contracts are able to be manifested for the people to 

attend.  

This is the fifth coming into play.  
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Borrowed monies for the hospital over a Borrowed monies for the hospital over a Borrowed monies for the hospital over a Borrowed monies for the hospital over a twentytwentytwentytwenty----fivefivefivefive----yearyearyearyear    term, cost the taxpayer term, cost the taxpayer term, cost the taxpayer term, cost the taxpayer 

four four four four times its original value by the time it is paid for. times its original value by the time it is paid for. times its original value by the time it is paid for. times its original value by the time it is paid for.     

This is the present-day system you operate under fully today!  

What we offer is not made in hellWhat we offer is not made in hellWhat we offer is not made in hellWhat we offer is not made in hell,,,,    bbbbut in heaven - or rather to be more precise - 

upon other worlds, other planets, whose people have learned that the money 

system corrupts the best of men and women at times, and therein should never be should never be should never be should never be 

used as a trading used as a trading used as a trading used as a trading tooltooltooltool for with the currency comes the infraction of breaking all 

Universal Laws, and with it also comes the charging of usury.  

It does not take three years to restore all power and electricity to Iraq. That is 

ridiculous! Only under the present-day hegemonic economic budgeted system 

would that be a priority to wait that long for full power nationwide.  

- I am Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson, and this is our portion of this day to 

the each of you.  

  

12.12.12.12. You Cannot Fight A War Without Soldiers!   
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Without the shackles of monetary ware; without religious misdirection, war cannot exist. Without 

the power-hungry people at the top whose main goal is MONEY, the blood of your sons and 

daughters would not be shed, and those in other nations would be protected. - Uthrania Seila 

Sentana-Ries McPherson  

 

How Precious is the Blood of Your Sons and Daughters and 

Those of Other Nations?! 

    

Dear ones, we are here; we have a job to do; and with your help, we together 

working in the working in the working in the working in the OnenessOnenessOnenessOneness, will get that job done! The "job" will be here on this The "job" will be here on this The "job" will be here on this The "job" will be here on this EarthEarthEarthEarth    

consisting of the rebuilding of consisting of the rebuilding of consisting of the rebuilding of consisting of the rebuilding of the societal structure the societal structure the societal structure the societal structure which at this time is being which at this time is being which at this time is being which at this time is being 

enjoyed upon so many other worldsenjoyed upon so many other worldsenjoyed upon so many other worldsenjoyed upon so many other worlds    ----    societal structuresocietal structuresocietal structuresocietal structuressss    whichwhichwhichwhich    youyouyouyou    the people call the people call the people call the people call 

PARADISE. PARADISE. PARADISE. PARADISE.     

  

Now, here is a quote from One enlightened soldier who came to understand what 

would assist greatly in ending the wars on the ground, man pitted against man by 

the string-pullers.  

 

"You cannot fight a war without soldiers." "You cannot fight a war without soldiers." "You cannot fight a war without soldiers." "You cannot fight a war without soldiers."     

 

We have soldiers having their strings pulled like marionettes to fight brutally 

against other peoples in other nations; veteran soldiers having their strings pulled 

by the guarantee of a pay cheque at the end of the month, and all they need do is 

join the police of their homeland and brutally baton down upon the people within 

the nation they are sworn to protect against outside foreign occupation as well as 

against inside foreign occupation.  

And why do they join the police forces? All the jobs are gone, so it is join the police All the jobs are gone, so it is join the police All the jobs are gone, so it is join the police All the jobs are gone, so it is join the police 

or starve and get thrown out of your home along with your family for nonor starve and get thrown out of your home along with your family for nonor starve and get thrown out of your home along with your family for nonor starve and get thrown out of your home along with your family for non----payment payment payment payment 

of mortof mortof mortof mort----gage, which is the bankers ``death wish`` upon the people with no gage, which is the bankers ``death wish`` upon the people with no gage, which is the bankers ``death wish`` upon the people with no gage, which is the bankers ``death wish`` upon the people with no 

exceptions for those who fight their wars. exceptions for those who fight their wars. exceptions for those who fight their wars. exceptions for those who fight their wars.     

This is another guarantee of the money trick - the PAY CHEQUE.  
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But go a step further and see the men and women who make up the Air Force, the 

Navy, the Military, the Marines, the Green and Blue Berets, the Navy Seals, the SAS, 

and all other arms of injusticearms of injusticearms of injusticearms of injustice pull ranks and step out of line and what you have is a 

nationwide, even worldwide boycott of WAR. even worldwide boycott of WAR. even worldwide boycott of WAR. even worldwide boycott of WAR.     

  

In replacement for the pay cheque, the people begin to work in the Oneness to 

build a system which guarantees no One is left out, no One goes without food, 

shelter, clothing, gas, education, hospitalization, good and useful medicines, 

vehicles; and all of this can be set up beginning immediately.  

And this is only the beginning...  

As you ones know, you are being severely spied upon, and are being told at the 

same time that this spy paraphernalia is solely for your own protection as they 

label it “National Security.” But you know it is notnotnotnot,,,, and that the ones in your 

government and those behind the scenes who try to control what your 

government does, do not in the least care about you nor your welfare, nor the 

welfare of your families, otherwise the string-pullers would not send in their police 

force nor military to baton down on you, the people. Is this not right?  

 

Well, having said that, let us therefore move onto another new topic, but One 

which is as old as the hills.  

 

Do you remember this quote? "Military men are just dumb, stupid animals to be "Military men are just dumb, stupid animals to be "Military men are just dumb, stupid animals to be "Military men are just dumb, stupid animals to be 

used as pawns in foreign policy." used as pawns in foreign policy." used as pawns in foreign policy." used as pawns in foreign policy."     (Henry Kissinger)(Henry Kissinger)(Henry Kissinger)(Henry Kissinger)    

Guess just whose foreign policy?  

This quote was taken from One who since WWII saw himself to be Washington's 

"Boss" and whose main mission is to further the agenda of the heavily guarded 

military base sitting over there in Palestine, secure behind the Great Wall of China, 

so to speak.  

Now, soldiers, you must know who is actually giving you your "marching orders.” Is 

it any wonder that the United States Veterans are not cared about if they are 

fortunate enough to be sent home from the war?  
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Do you, the soldiers of the United States of America, or do you, the soldiers of 

NATO, who receive your marching orders from the same source, if not directly from 

the heavily fortified military base sitting behind the Great Wall of China, so to 

speak, understand that it is not the borders of your own nations which you protect, it is not the borders of your own nations which you protect, it is not the borders of your own nations which you protect, it is not the borders of your own nations which you protect, 

but rather an agenda of a foreign body who thinks no more of you than cockroaches but rather an agenda of a foreign body who thinks no more of you than cockroaches but rather an agenda of a foreign body who thinks no more of you than cockroaches but rather an agenda of a foreign body who thinks no more of you than cockroaches 

in the dirt? in the dirt? in the dirt? in the dirt?     

You are waking up, that is clear, and we are all pleased that is so, but mull this over 

in your minds, dear ones, and remember what they call you who are the pawns in pawns in pawns in pawns in 

their very lucid game of their very lucid game of their very lucid game of their very lucid game of war where they sit back in their glass, steel and concrete war where they sit back in their glass, steel and concrete war where they sit back in their glass, steel and concrete war where they sit back in their glass, steel and concrete 

buildings cheering you on to fight buildings cheering you on to fight buildings cheering you on to fight buildings cheering you on to fight for them and their money powerfor them and their money powerfor them and their money powerfor them and their money power!!!!        

You are their assets until you are maimed, disfigured or of no more use to them. 

Then you are disposed of in One way or another; and if you come back as a 

veteran, alive, do not expect them to share their money with you - black pawn.   

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson    

 

Do Not Let The Money System Keep You Out Of Paradise, Beloveds! 
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We begin with a word of wisdom from the Mancharian people of the 16th level of a paradisaical 

world. Following that, we will look at India, Pakistan, Kashmir, England, Turkey, China, the 

Netherlands, and the system which is killing them all. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

 

The Mancharian Civilization From the 16th Level of Paradise 

Speak 
 

Dear ones, if belief systemsbelief systemsbelief systemsbelief systems bring nations to the brink of war, then it is time for the 

people of the nations to turn away from and band together againstto turn away from and band together againstto turn away from and band together againstto turn away from and band together against,,,,    bothbothbothboth,,,,    religious religious religious religious 

persuasions as well as selfish political impositions working for the banking persuasions as well as selfish political impositions working for the banking persuasions as well as selfish political impositions working for the banking persuasions as well as selfish political impositions working for the banking 

monopolies. monopolies. monopolies. monopolies.     

As we continue, let us take a word to the wise from the highly evolved 

Mancharians. It is always practical to read what others have said who in their own 

past have been where you, the readers, are at now in your journeyings on this 

Earth. - UIthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

Quote. (We hope you will not find the language used too difficult.)  

  

The National Dispute of Mankind Against Himself and all 

Recorded Creatures from on High 

This may seem to you to offer a more or less political front, but may we strongly 

assure you that it does not in any sense, whit, or form, surmise our equational 

values into a less impeding caricature. In essence then, this is the root of all of 

mankind's problems. This must be corrected in order that mankind himself strive on This must be corrected in order that mankind himself strive on This must be corrected in order that mankind himself strive on This must be corrected in order that mankind himself strive on 

the forward leap into fourth dimensional attributions.the forward leap into fourth dimensional attributions.the forward leap into fourth dimensional attributions.the forward leap into fourth dimensional attributions. You understand us here?  

You see, since the beginning when mankind fared well within his limitless space 

upon this plane, he goaded with others to behave in such unbecoming mannerisms 

as to bring about the complete rejection rejection rejection rejection in any such behaviour patterns as 

indoctrination into a higher and more redeeming lifestyle of complimentary 

attributes toward himself. In accordance with losing this preliminary diploma of 
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truce within his ordinance, he had to bring about a continuous readjustment of his 

higher esteem for others outoutoutout  of his league.  

And who do we speak of here? Exactly that of his higher essence!Exactly that of his higher essence!Exactly that of his higher essence!Exactly that of his higher essence! He began at this 

time to credit his 'superiors' with a dogma of untoutable re-acquisitions. In other, 

more accurate to your ears phrases, man within himself or his superior 

consciousness which stands on line as his Higher Self as well as the instruction of 

other far superior entities of the essence (but only in the sense of their projection 

into the higher existences) have for eons barricaded within themselves that 

substandard attribution of hindsight, barred within a veil of pure unholy 

forgetfulness of his higher-esteemed 'Self' of great worthiness.  

This is the grateful essence of injunctioninjunctioninjunctioninjunction between mankind and the hostilities of 

which he has so graciously brought down upon himself.  

This is the sole purpose of why 'man' has not been able to liberate himself from the This is the sole purpose of why 'man' has not been able to liberate himself from the This is the sole purpose of why 'man' has not been able to liberate himself from the This is the sole purpose of why 'man' has not been able to liberate himself from the 

gloom agloom agloom agloom and doom of his third dimensional existencend doom of his third dimensional existencend doom of his third dimensional existencend doom of his third dimensional existence::::    It is not, in hindsight, that he It is not, in hindsight, that he It is not, in hindsight, that he It is not, in hindsight, that he 

has so shielded his mind, but rather because of nonhas so shielded his mind, but rather because of nonhas so shielded his mind, but rather because of nonhas so shielded his mind, but rather because of non----retrieval of ethical retrieval of ethical retrieval of ethical retrieval of ethical 

documentaries which have been rather eloquently encoded within his very DNA documentaries which have been rather eloquently encoded within his very DNA documentaries which have been rather eloquently encoded within his very DNA documentaries which have been rather eloquently encoded within his very DNA 

existence. existence. existence. existence.     

Not the platitudes of another nation reveling after a greater joy of distinguishing 

the past from the present in world affairs of your planet - for none wish to take it 

over save yourselves - but instead a new likeness to which man must perform. A A A A 

complete maximum makecomplete maximum makecomplete maximum makecomplete maximum make----overoveroverover    will entail him back to the bargaining table from will entail him back to the bargaining table from will entail him back to the bargaining table from will entail him back to the bargaining table from 

whence he once arrived.whence he once arrived.whence he once arrived.whence he once arrived.  

 

(End quote)  

 

From our book Beyond the FirmamentBeyond the FirmamentBeyond the FirmamentBeyond the Firmament)  

  

- Scribed by the pen and hand of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  
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14. The Nations and the System Which is 

Killing Them All 

 

Surely the intents of the government of India must be the same as the government 

of neighbouring Pakistan, intent upon fleecing the nation of Kashmir and pressing 

their religious dominance. But if both governments would value the people of their 

own nations and the people of Kashmir, they would gain incredible advantage over 

the banking system.  

If both sides, both parents, are so concerned about the child Kashmir, then of 

course they must understand that the truth of the universal acumen is One the truth of the universal acumen is One the truth of the universal acumen is One the truth of the universal acumen is One in its in its in its in its 

overall application of the sensibility that the Master Teachers of both "religions" as overall application of the sensibility that the Master Teachers of both "religions" as overall application of the sensibility that the Master Teachers of both "religions" as overall application of the sensibility that the Master Teachers of both "religions" as 

they call them, never disagreed at all. they call them, never disagreed at all. they call them, never disagreed at all. they call them, never disagreed at all. Only the ones who tampered with the 

scribings have brought upon themselves the makings of mankind's religions,mankind's religions,mankind's religions,mankind's religions, 

implementing lowerimplementing lowerimplementing lowerimplementing lower----mankind's corrupted version of the universal reality and its mankind's corrupted version of the universal reality and its mankind's corrupted version of the universal reality and its mankind's corrupted version of the universal reality and its 

economic system. economic system. economic system. economic system.     

  

This, of course, results in chaos, war and ridiculousness, through which your 

governments have also waylaid you, the people, into, simply because they refussimply because they refussimply because they refussimply because they refuse to e to e to e to 

adhere to the universal principle of the economic system under the Federation of adhere to the universal principle of the economic system under the Federation of adhere to the universal principle of the economic system under the Federation of adhere to the universal principle of the economic system under the Federation of 

Unified Nations. Unified Nations. Unified Nations. Unified Nations.     

Without the present monetary system, there would be no possible reason for the Without the present monetary system, there would be no possible reason for the Without the present monetary system, there would be no possible reason for the Without the present monetary system, there would be no possible reason for the 

population of any nation to halt the building of whatever they as a natiopopulation of any nation to halt the building of whatever they as a natiopopulation of any nation to halt the building of whatever they as a natiopopulation of any nation to halt the building of whatever they as a nation of unity n of unity n of unity n of unity 

wish to build.wish to build.wish to build.wish to build. Nothing then could stand in their way of progress.  
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Now take China, the Netherlands, Turkey as well as other nations of the world 

which bring coal to the surface to be utilized as fuel. In all these places the coal 

mines are nothing more than deadly traps, but the people who work in these 

horrible places are told they must do so if they wish to survive under the One 

World Order Monetary System:  

"Do or die."  

Another nation, Great Britain, has wonderfully modified its electricity generating 

system from coal to other forms of power generation, to less than fifty percent; yet 

the coal mining remains, and for this reason are the poor coal workers still working 

and physically dying in a living hell underground.  

The Commonwealth is an arm of exploitation from the industrialized nations. Who, 

in their right mind, wants to take advice from a nation - or group of nations - which 

cannot even see themselves out of a debt which most nations do not even owe but 

are blackmailed into?  

 

What chance do the poor people of England have? They cry for lower education 

costs, jobs, and better housing whilst their royal family spend 60 million on a royal 

wedding for a day.  

Then came the Great Jubilee. England boasts of Buckingham palace with its 775 

rooms. Of the occupied and reserved rooms of which total 429, 346 rooms are left 

unused. The Queen and her husband share only small apartments within the 

monstrosity whilst England's homeless live on the street!  

There is something drastically wrong wThere is something drastically wrong wThere is something drastically wrong wThere is something drastically wrong with this imbalance of riches over povertyith this imbalance of riches over povertyith this imbalance of riches over povertyith this imbalance of riches over poverty!!!!        

It is not separatism for any nation to separate itself from a conglomerate such as 

the Commonwealth, for the Commonwealth is a working product for the for the Commonwealth is a working product for the for the Commonwealth is a working product for the for the Commonwealth is a working product for the 

enhancement of the western allied military base stationed so enhancement of the western allied military base stationed so enhancement of the western allied military base stationed so enhancement of the western allied military base stationed so firmly in Palestinefirmly in Palestinefirmly in Palestinefirmly in Palestine!!!!        

Beloveds, may the gods and goddesses who reign so high up in your firmament - 

the same of whom are your relatives - give you all the good grace through their 

words to understand that it is the present money system which is killing you all. it is the present money system which is killing you all. it is the present money system which is killing you all. it is the present money system which is killing you all.     
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In circumspect to the nickel and dime store, the so-called third world nations do 

not need to analyze their way out of so-called foreign ties of debt to the 

International banker through trade on the so-called international free market. The The The The 

free trade market is a freedom for only those who hold the bank and industrial free trade market is a freedom for only those who hold the bank and industrial free trade market is a freedom for only those who hold the bank and industrial free trade market is a freedom for only those who hold the bank and industrial 

strings, and not for the peoplestrings, and not for the peoplestrings, and not for the peoplestrings, and not for the people!!!!        

Rather, nations who come gallantly under the original economic systemoriginal economic systemoriginal economic systemoriginal economic system will enjoy 

the trade without money, without usurywithout usurywithout usurywithout usury of any type, and this means people who 

work within the trade non-boundary section of the Federation of Planetary Worlds,Federation of Planetary Worlds,Federation of Planetary Worlds,Federation of Planetary Worlds, 

will have absolutely no dependence upon the banking run nations of this particular 

world.  

Your nations are a mess, and this mess is toxic, however this mess can be this mess can be this mess can be this mess can be 

strategically ended. strategically ended. strategically ended. strategically ended.     

May the Universe with all its intelligence give to the peoples of this world, 

Angorius, a presence of mind with the ability to think. ability to think. ability to think. ability to think.     

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

  

 

15. Let Us Not Chew On The Same Bone Again! 
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Dear ones, we never wish to reincarnate back into situations where our liberty is compromised by a 

few, select, elected, and even appointed ones from the Council of the Damned. Good day.  

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

 

Get Off That Wheel! 
 

August 11, 2012  

There are times every now and then when you reincarnate, you find yourselves you find yourselves you find yourselves you find yourselves 

reading all about yourselves in history booksreading all about yourselves in history booksreading all about yourselves in history booksreading all about yourselves in history books,,,, and you may even recognize items 

which served you in One of your previous lifestreams. You may feel a certain 

affiliation to a nation or a peoples - and not know why.  

As you know you cannot take with you any of your acquired riches, beloved ones, 

into the next lifestream, nor can you always retain the same positions for those of 

you who hold power today. Maybe that lesson is not needed for your next set of 

lessons in the next life.  

You will be then reborn again of "the blood and the water" speaking of childbirth, 

bringing along with you accumulated knowledge, much of which is carried in your 

subconscious. This is the intuition. Intuition is subconscious remembrance as Intuition is subconscious remembrance as Intuition is subconscious remembrance as Intuition is subconscious remembrance as 

encoded in the DNA. encoded in the DNA. encoded in the DNA. encoded in the DNA. This subconscious remembrance can also act out a negative 

remembrance of someone you did not like in another lifestream. It is because of 

such remembrances, subconsciously, that you either like or dislike someone whom 

you have just met. And you will know them by their soul essence.  

The more astute will even be quite adapt at reading the aura of others which is the 

electrical field around a person which shows also in colours. Brown, gray and black 

suggests illness, whereas the brighter colours are a study unto themselves.  

Others yet, will read the electrical field in ways which are incomprehensible to 

most, in that the present life speaks its own story of the problems and successes of 

that certain person and those related to him or her.  
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Now, when higher-evolved ones reincarnate for instance into lower class family 

situations in order to assist others, and their brilliance begins to show at a young 

age in their lives through talents or remembrance of certain lifestreams, these 

brilliant ones will find that sooner or later they are being ridiculed and demeaned 

by others who are jealous of them.  

Thus comes the saying written of such individuals:  

"What?! How can you be this or that?! After all, look at your life fraught with the 

most serious difficulties, and look how you live in poverty!"  

Most wise and talented ones do live in poverty or near povertyMost wise and talented ones do live in poverty or near povertyMost wise and talented ones do live in poverty or near povertyMost wise and talented ones do live in poverty or near poverty while others of the 

enlightened people live in riches. They are - many of them - also placed in 

positions of power and wealth to assist the lower as well as higher-evolved people 

who work in the arts, scientific fields, or even come with the blueprintblueprintblueprintblueprint once again 

speaking of the need to drop the monetary system right upon its knees. speaking of the need to drop the monetary system right upon its knees. speaking of the need to drop the monetary system right upon its knees. speaking of the need to drop the monetary system right upon its knees.     

If, however, you have done little to nothing and have compromised your values 

away, then of course expect to reincarnate in your next multiple almost endless 

lifestreams in the opposite direction, which means after the fullness of the passing after the fullness of the passing after the fullness of the passing after the fullness of the passing 

of the Great Equinox, you will be of the Great Equinox, you will be of the Great Equinox, you will be of the Great Equinox, you will be notnotnotnot    reincarnating upon the planets whose reincarnating upon the planets whose reincarnating upon the planets whose reincarnating upon the planets whose 

inhabitants have brought about a real change in the lifestreams before, or who have inhabitants have brought about a real change in the lifestreams before, or who have inhabitants have brought about a real change in the lifestreams before, or who have inhabitants have brought about a real change in the lifestreams before, or who have 

suffered to bring about such csuffered to bring about such csuffered to bring about such csuffered to bring about such change, or who have done all they could to try to bring hange, or who have done all they could to try to bring hange, or who have done all they could to try to bring hange, or who have done all they could to try to bring 

about such change. about such change. about such change. about such change.     

If such in leadership positions would have only realized long ago, that when you 

join the Federation of Free PlanetsFederation of Free PlanetsFederation of Free PlanetsFederation of Free Planets, you are losing nothing. You are building You are building You are building You are building 

paradise for yourselves as well as others to reincarnate back into. paradise for yourselves as well as others to reincarnate back into. paradise for yourselves as well as others to reincarnate back into. paradise for yourselves as well as others to reincarnate back into.     

To those who attain power and riches of the world and who do not serve their 

brothers and sisters, the next incarnation might not be what you expected. You can 

never be assured a place of power and riches the next time around; so it is always a 

bad gamble to think this is the only life you will ever live.  

  

Those however who fight the corruptness of governmental systems of the money fight the corruptness of governmental systems of the money fight the corruptness of governmental systems of the money fight the corruptness of governmental systems of the money 

warmongerwarmongerwarmongerwarmongers s s s - instead of holding hands with them or inviting them into your realms 
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- will see paradise this very day in the eyes and hearts, minds, and souls of all those will see paradise this very day in the eyes and hearts, minds, and souls of all those will see paradise this very day in the eyes and hearts, minds, and souls of all those will see paradise this very day in the eyes and hearts, minds, and souls of all those 

who have gone before youwho have gone before youwho have gone before youwho have gone before you!!!!  

Many of those dear ones are yourselves.  

"Thus have we stated so long ago that those of this same "Thus have we stated so long ago that those of this same "Thus have we stated so long ago that those of this same "Thus have we stated so long ago that those of this same generation will flock back generation will flock back generation will flock back generation will flock back 

to meet with us again and hopefully by that time all will have grown considerable in to meet with us again and hopefully by that time all will have grown considerable in to meet with us again and hopefully by that time all will have grown considerable in to meet with us again and hopefully by that time all will have grown considerable in 

order that we may once again reclaim them for our own.' order that we may once again reclaim them for our own.' order that we may once again reclaim them for our own.' order that we may once again reclaim them for our own.' ----    Commander Higgins." Commander Higgins." Commander Higgins." Commander Higgins."     

- Scribed portion in bold italic by the Hand and Pen of I - Uthrania Seila Sentana-

Ries McPherson   

 

 

16. From The Chief Director Of The Genealogy 

Scientific Community 

 
  
Dear readers, this scribing is not from the starship commanders but rather what I heard 

telepathically from a closed meeting of the scientific division out of Washington, D.C. describing 

horrendous attitude toward the peoples of these United States of America. - Uthrania Seila 

Sentana-Ries McPherson  
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What Went on Behind Those Very Closed Doors? 

    

My job is quite an interesting One, and from time to time I pick up conversations 

from those on this Earth quite some distance away from where I am at. In this case, 

I telepathically, as you call it, listened to this speech as I was sitting waiting for my 

husband, at the time Reni, who was applying for an engineering assignment in 

Edmonton, Alberta.  

I went to the front desk to ask for a pen and paper and quickly began writing. It 

seems I missed the beginning of the talk. The title seems to have nothing 

whatsoever to do with the topic, however, I wrote down every single word and now 

I pass it onto you, the reader. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

 

Tuesday, 26th July 1994, 11:10 am  

(Quote)  

  

"FROM THE CHIEF DIRECTOR OF THE GENEALOGY SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY 

WORKING OUT OF WASHINGTON, D.C.  

"Two pi times 34 times minus zero component rectory with statistical abeyance 

being of a delude in auspice statutory requirements, being of the nature equivalent 

to the hormonal restructuring of equivalent restructuring process through 

elimination of stationary goods. The RX-12 equivalent would prove, we feel, to be 

satisfactory in its structural icon factor. Albeit, the necessary changes have met with 

rather an unstable factor in lack of resource supplies. Please, Henry, feel free to 

contact the depot post as soon as possible for retrograde supplies, not neglecting 

the pi/R management factor either.  

"Spendthrifts at this particular time in their evolution, places us in a rather 

precarious methodology and is not necessarily what formulates the required tenets 

at Blinkensop. Not all authority withstanding those few who have proved 
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themselves among the few who have successfully achieved regulatory status do 

have the cognizance to formulate the principle of revolving amphetemites to the 

conclusion of all other minions at this time.  

"Gentlemen, let me introduce to you a solid sublayer texture which has the capacity 

of illuminating even the furthermost element of restructuring gamma rays. This is 

produced through a series of amphetemites who, when have achieved sufficient 

critical decomposition equational supplement factor One determines the outlay of 

further installation of, form electrical currents. It is rather like life attributing to the 

restructuring of gamma radius equivalents.  

“Do you understand the implementation of these facts, gentlemen? The prime 

natural source which they use to feed gamma rays to the obstroscensity of 

architectural design, cooped within the possibility of restructuring or redesigning 

the source of the elemental factor, would then determine an effective solution to 

the apparition exploited by various other forms of technologies.  

"This, gentlemen, is where we come into play. Within the massive arch layer of the 

modulum (memorandum?) comes the need for our expertise. We will take a short 

break and reconvene in 10 minutes. Thank you.  

"Contrary to the laws of nature and the entire world of physics we will be asked to we will be asked to we will be asked to we will be asked to 

submit within the proximity of an 8 to 12 months period the hypogenics for the submit within the proximity of an 8 to 12 months period the hypogenics for the submit within the proximity of an 8 to 12 months period the hypogenics for the submit within the proximity of an 8 to 12 months period the hypogenics for the 

neutralization of bneutralization of bneutralization of bneutralization of brain wave sequential repertoire. This simply means that the IBM of rain wave sequential repertoire. This simply means that the IBM of rain wave sequential repertoire. This simply means that the IBM of rain wave sequential repertoire. This simply means that the IBM of 

plutonium study expects a resolution to be of a perfected equivalent of dot matrix plutonium study expects a resolution to be of a perfected equivalent of dot matrix plutonium study expects a resolution to be of a perfected equivalent of dot matrix plutonium study expects a resolution to be of a perfected equivalent of dot matrix 

type of joining within the elemental requirements of the vast natural supply of type of joining within the elemental requirements of the vast natural supply of type of joining within the elemental requirements of the vast natural supply of type of joining within the elemental requirements of the vast natural supply of 

TexistarTexistarTexistarTexistar----Holland which wouHolland which wouHolland which wouHolland which would, of course, negate circumferal study categorized by ld, of course, negate circumferal study categorized by ld, of course, negate circumferal study categorized by ld, of course, negate circumferal study categorized by 

inlaid diadems of progression Kluxstan productivity. inlaid diadems of progression Kluxstan productivity. inlaid diadems of progression Kluxstan productivity. inlaid diadems of progression Kluxstan productivity.     

"So there you have it, gentlemen! The prime opportunity to have stabilized 

sufficiently the new gamma rays of the 20th century! This opportunity is not walked 

on by those who would so continue to dwarf our institution and its practices by 

incomprehensible demands, and that only goes to show that not all areas of highly 

generated auspices prove detrimental to our health.  
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"Adjournment of this portion will take place at exactly 20 hrs eastern time. Thank 

you for joining us."  

(End quote)  

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

  

17. Aliens, Who Really Are They? 
 

 

Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 

Peoples, this is not One of mine own writs but a scribing. However, it fits well into the overall project 

of informing you, the Peoples, of that which is rarely understood.  

– Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn decided to clear up the confusion over what and 

who are the real aliens so many people are so worried about.   

Dear ones, we come from many worlds and One day will return, if we wish, to those 

same many worlds. We are the true We are the true We are the true We are the true eeeextraterrestrialsxtraterrestrialsxtraterrestrialsxtraterrestrials!!!! Terrestrial meaning "Earth" and 
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extra meaning in addition to or “outside of.” We are from planets in addition to this We are from planets in addition to this We are from planets in addition to this We are from planets in addition to this 

particular particular particular particular EarthEarthEarthEarth. . . .     

They who wish to hurt us are the true aliens and they first came to Earth with the 

money trick.  

 

Here Commander Hatonn explains in simple terms what exactly is going on by true 

"aliens" as are also pictured below.  - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

 

 

Captain Hatonn Explains Who The True Aliens Really Are 

  

September 19, 1995, Tempe, Arizona, USA  

Question offered up by Reni Question offered up by Reni Question offered up by Reni Question offered up by Reni SentanaSentanaSentanaSentana----RiesRiesRiesRies: : : :     

Is the American Government using UFO and other advanced technology in creating Is the American Government using UFO and other advanced technology in creating Is the American Government using UFO and other advanced technology in creating Is the American Government using UFO and other advanced technology in creating 

sundry disasters for the purpose of blaming and discrediting our extraterrestrial sundry disasters for the purpose of blaming and discrediting our extraterrestrial sundry disasters for the purpose of blaming and discrediting our extraterrestrial sundry disasters for the purpose of blaming and discrediting our extraterrestrial 

brothers in the eyes of the public? brothers in the eyes of the public? brothers in the eyes of the public? brothers in the eyes of the public?     
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Commander Hatonn: Commander Hatonn: Commander Hatonn: Commander Hatonn:     

(Quote)  

  

"Not only is such being conducted, but well you should ask as to when it started. 

May 10th of 1995 our Government by intrigue and hindsight strived to elaborate 

upon the One god-given talent they seem to ride on, when and where should the 

place of their next contact be. As I have stated while writing 'Blinkensop - the 

National Crime,' I elaborated on the grave mistreatment of our brothers in general. 

Let me reiterate and even go a step further.  

"In the fifties in general, platitudes were sent out over the airwaves and 

condolences sent out to redeem themselves with those of higher credential, 

namely the extraterrestrials. Deals were made with One or two groups, who dearly 

were striving toward universal peace, and what they met with was not only the and what they met with was not only the and what they met with was not only the and what they met with was not only the 

taking of their lives by those temporal crafty ones, but also a type of sabotage upon taking of their lives by those temporal crafty ones, but also a type of sabotage upon taking of their lives by those temporal crafty ones, but also a type of sabotage upon taking of their lives by those temporal crafty ones, but also a type of sabotage upon 

the crafts of their choosing. the crafts of their choosing. the crafts of their choosing. the crafts of their choosing.     

"Governmental agencies were not aware that this was even going Governmental agencies were not aware that this was even going Governmental agencies were not aware that this was even going Governmental agencies were not aware that this was even going on,on,on,on, but 

instrumentation had declared all extraterrestrial craft in the vicinity of the Earth 

plane herself to be put under close surveillance until the time of recouping the 

wealth in the skies was able to get under way.  

  

"So, included in the wrath of Khan, liberated machos of the third deliberation 

simply won over in friendship those of the greatest ratio and proceeded to take 

liberties with the public of their choice. You understand? What I am saying here is 

that your prime abductor, people, are crewmenyour prime abductor, people, are crewmenyour prime abductor, people, are crewmenyour prime abductor, people, are crewmen    from your own Government! from your own Government! from your own Government! from your own Government!     

"Why is it that you remember nothing or your memory is so faded that seldom do 

you even believe yourself where you were? Manifesto drugsManifesto drugsManifesto drugsManifesto drugs were your guide, and 

everything that happened to guard you out of your slumber would certainly be 

accounted for by those men in the aqua-suits.  

  

"Not to say here that all abductions are not alien, but what I'm saying is 

conceivable. JUST AS THE ENTRAILS WERE NEVER TO BE FOUND FROM THE CATTLE JUST AS THE ENTRAILS WERE NEVER TO BE FOUND FROM THE CATTLE JUST AS THE ENTRAILS WERE NEVER TO BE FOUND FROM THE CATTLE JUST AS THE ENTRAILS WERE NEVER TO BE FOUND FROM THE CATTLE 

WHO DIED, SO WILL YOUR MEMORY NEVER BE TRIGGERED JUSWHO DIED, SO WILL YOUR MEMORY NEVER BE TRIGGERED JUSWHO DIED, SO WILL YOUR MEMORY NEVER BE TRIGGERED JUSWHO DIED, SO WILL YOUR MEMORY NEVER BE TRIGGERED JUST AS TO THE T AS TO THE T AS TO THE T AS TO THE 
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HORROR OF YOUR EXPERIENCE OF EXACTLY WHO OR WHAT ABDUCTED YOU HORROR OF YOUR EXPERIENCE OF EXACTLY WHO OR WHAT ABDUCTED YOU HORROR OF YOUR EXPERIENCE OF EXACTLY WHO OR WHAT ABDUCTED YOU HORROR OF YOUR EXPERIENCE OF EXACTLY WHO OR WHAT ABDUCTED YOU 

ONTO THEIR SHIP OF DISGUISE! ONTO THEIR SHIP OF DISGUISE! ONTO THEIR SHIP OF DISGUISE! ONTO THEIR SHIP OF DISGUISE!     

 

"Understand that the fruitfulness of the situation was merely conducted not so 

much to hurt any of you serious complainants, but rather to merit a worth of 

undying fear-struck sensation upon the populace."  

  

"That is enough for now. We thank you. Hatonn out."  

(End quote)  

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

 

 18. Gold Bullion Is Not The Answer, Beloveds 

 

During these hard and difficult times, many people are rushing to buy themselves "gold bullion" - 

but is this really the way to financial security before the floor drops out from underneath you? – 

Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson   
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Is Buying Gold Bullion The Way To Financial Security? 

  

September 2, 2012  

Beloveds, the ones who keep you checked concerning everything you do in life, are 

the same ones who say amongst themselves: "If they (the people) ever find out our "If they (the people) ever find out our "If they (the people) ever find out our "If they (the people) ever find out our 

secret secret secret secret ----    the the the the OnenessOnenessOnenessOneness    of our working together behind the scenes against all of them of our working together behind the scenes against all of them of our working together behind the scenes against all of them of our working together behind the scenes against all of them ----    

then we are finished!" then we are finished!" then we are finished!" then we are finished!"     

Dear ones, taxes likewise work against the people. Look at your bridges and 

highways, your bus and transit systems, your housing departments and quality of 

construction therein. What good have your taxes done you there?  

All money could have been written into existence, and all those issues be dealt with 

in One swift effort without you now paying interest on the funds which the banker 

advanced by the "stroke of his pen," so to speak! Many even under the capitalist 

system could be with excellent paying jobs. But instead, you the people, pay taxes But instead, you the people, pay taxes But instead, you the people, pay taxes But instead, you the people, pay taxes 

over and over again; your annual property taxes, export taxes, income taxes,over and over again; your annual property taxes, export taxes, income taxes,over and over again; your annual property taxes, export taxes, income taxes,over and over again; your annual property taxes, export taxes, income taxes, and you 

get the picture.  

You, the people, also give and give and give to organizations who try to help 

others - yet the banker gives nothing ever at any timeyet the banker gives nothing ever at any timeyet the banker gives nothing ever at any timeyet the banker gives nothing ever at any time!!!! The banking system tricks 

the people by taking and taking and yet insisting the people help themselves 

through charity donations, until the dear and sweet people have nothing left in 

their pockets to "give" any more at all! 

The produce which is sold in supermarkets, or the eggs which farmers across the 

border in Canada are unable to sell, the money conglomerates make them throw 

out instead of feeding the many made homeless people due to the gluttony of the 

banks; or the many starving schoolchildren who are unable to learn for lack of 

proper diet!  

And, of course, many cures have been found for cancer, diabetes, and sundry other 

illnesses; the knowledge of such cures the money men keep away from auspices, 

which have been set up for the people to acquire medical help. People are 
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expected to give of their donations to these societies, yet cures can never be found yet cures can never be found yet cures can never be found yet cures can never be found 

in the hands of the people to keep their donations from being a waste of moneyin the hands of the people to keep their donations from being a waste of moneyin the hands of the people to keep their donations from being a waste of moneyin the hands of the people to keep their donations from being a waste of money!!!!  

Under the system of paradisaical or stellar economics usury is outusury is outusury is outusury is out----andandandand----out against out against out against out against 

every principle of elevating every principle of elevating every principle of elevating every principle of elevating man and womankind up the ladder of evolvement into man and womankind up the ladder of evolvement into man and womankind up the ladder of evolvement into man and womankind up the ladder of evolvement into 

creating a wonderful paradisaical world for themselves, their families, and their creating a wonderful paradisaical world for themselves, their families, and their creating a wonderful paradisaical world for themselves, their families, and their creating a wonderful paradisaical world for themselves, their families, and their 

neighboursneighboursneighboursneighbours,,,,    whether they know them at this time in their lives or not. whether they know them at this time in their lives or not. whether they know them at this time in their lives or not. whether they know them at this time in their lives or not.     

Just think what a wonderful tradition you would have, and what an enamoured 

heritage to give to your children - PARADISE!PARADISE!PARADISE!PARADISE! - in all of its glory!  

This is not just a catch-phrase in a church doctrine, nor does it belong in any other 

religion as being a state after physical death, for paradise is what you crparadise is what you crparadise is what you crparadise is what you create for eate for eate for eate for 

yourselves and others in the here and now. yourselves and others in the here and now. yourselves and others in the here and now. yourselves and others in the here and now.     

  

Do not expect to return to a paradise which you have not even begun to create in Do not expect to return to a paradise which you have not even begun to create in Do not expect to return to a paradise which you have not even begun to create in Do not expect to return to a paradise which you have not even begun to create in 

this life after your physical body expires. this life after your physical body expires. this life after your physical body expires. this life after your physical body expires.     

It is not as important that you do not succeed in building your better life whilst you 

are here on Earth. What IS IMPORTANT is that you begin and work hard at it. Then, 

and only then, as you reincarnate into your next life, you will earn that which you 

have worked for in this life.  

Let us speak of gold bullion, little ones. Your people are claiming that gold is the 

way forward before your banking systems collapse. We tell you that that is not 

evident nor has it been evident in any lifestream you have lived since gold was first 

taken out of circulation.  

Do you really think that gold will be given back to you as it once was?  

No, it will not!  

When the money trick wWhen the money trick wWhen the money trick wWhen the money trick was put into existence all the people's gold was taken in as put into existence all the people's gold was taken in as put into existence all the people's gold was taken in as put into existence all the people's gold was taken in 

exchange for a gold certificate. exchange for a gold certificate. exchange for a gold certificate. exchange for a gold certificate.     

  

Throughout the ages, these certificates replaced all of the people's gold as a 

recognized legal tender. And that is how “money” was born! 
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Now, if you buy the gold on the stock markets for instance, you simply are given 

another type of note called a gold certificate saying you own a certain amount of 

gold.  

But try to collect on that gold certificate and you will get a big surprise, for most of 

your gold is in the hands of the ones who own the money trick, and they have 

stored your gold away in places like the United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States    Federal ReserveFederal ReserveFederal ReserveFederal Reserve and the inner 

City of LondonCity of LondonCity of LondonCity of London, One of the largest banking conglomerates in the entire world. Even Even Even Even 

the Federal Reserve, dear ones, belongs to the inner City of London which is likened the Federal Reserve, dear ones, belongs to the inner City of London which is likened the Federal Reserve, dear ones, belongs to the inner City of London which is likened the Federal Reserve, dear ones, belongs to the inner City of London which is likened 

unto a state of its own. unto a state of its own. unto a state of its own. unto a state of its own.     

In other words, this gold certificate becomes worthless when the money system 

becomes abolished because holders of such certificates will never be able to collect 

on the actual gold.  

  

Therefore, please do not be deceived, for your gold certificate is worth nothing, 

really, and therein have the money holders tricked you, the people, once again.  

When the paradisaical system is put in place, all gold held by the money lenders 

and enemies of the people in general will be to them also useless.  

Gold will still be used for electronics and jewelry, that is true, but compared to its 

use now-a-days in using gold as a tool to manipulate the price and value of the 

currency, gold will be useless when money is no longer in use.  

Therein beloveds, remember this: anything which can be bought with a type of 

money currency is that which will *(not, and will)    always serve to hold you, the always serve to hold you, the always serve to hold you, the always serve to hold you, the 

people, in utter and people, in utter and people, in utter and people, in utter and complete bondage complete bondage complete bondage complete bondage aaaand keep you and your families out of 

PARADISE.  

 

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  
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19. What Is Tipping America Off Its Foundation? 

 

Most nations upon the face of this particular Earth are ravaged by a demented Fifth Column Fifth Column Fifth Column Fifth Column PowerPowerPowerPower 

which sits directly inside their government - pulling strings through threats and intimidation!  

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

 

The United States and The Fifth-Column POWER! 

    

September 21, 2012  

Dear ones, this is a bit of a history lesson brought into your present and your future 

wherever you may reside.  

Who tears the mosques down in Palestine? Who bombs the mosques in Iraq? 

Remember, the Iraqis were long used to Shiite pilgrims praying in theirthe Iraqis were long used to Shiite pilgrims praying in theirthe Iraqis were long used to Shiite pilgrims praying in theirthe Iraqis were long used to Shiite pilgrims praying in their    mosques mosques mosques mosques 

inside Iraq and never before had a problem,inside Iraq and never before had a problem,inside Iraq and never before had a problem,inside Iraq and never before had a problem, so the Sunni Arabs were not the ones 

attacking the Shiite mosques, but some group wanted to pit the Sunni against their 

brother and sister Shiites.  

If the two peoples fight One another, then the third group or Fifth ColumnFifth ColumnFifth ColumnFifth Column will have 

accomplished a mighty feat.  

The house begins to tip.  
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Dear ones, this Fifth Column group hides behind the United States mechanism., this Fifth Column group hides behind the United States mechanism., this Fifth Column group hides behind the United States mechanism., this Fifth Column group hides behind the United States mechanism. The 

United States is their main supplier of soldiers, money, and war machines, including 

chemical weapons. This makes the United States the most hated country in the 

world!  

We all know how fenced-in are the Palestinians where in their streets they are wall 

to wall, corralled in like cattle.  

Cattle is what the Ones corralling them in think of Cattle is what the Ones corralling them in think of Cattle is what the Ones corralling them in think of Cattle is what the Ones corralling them in think of them asthem asthem asthem as,,,,    and are taught they are 

not human. 

The American people are also fenced in - as large in size as the country is big. 

When a man or a woman loses their job or their homes by the droves, they can 

then travel nowhere. They cannot go over the Canadian border now without a visa. 

They are corralled in like cattle with the sea on three sides. They are as Palestinians 

living inside an occupied nation.  

UPDATE: And nowUPDATE: And nowUPDATE: And nowUPDATE: And now,,,,    because of the Covidbecause of the Covidbecause of the Covidbecause of the Covid----19 hoax generating even more so19 hoax generating even more so19 hoax generating even more so19 hoax generating even more so----called called called called 

reason for lockdowns, all the people of the reason for lockdowns, all the people of the reason for lockdowns, all the people of the reason for lockdowns, all the people of the nations of the world are locked nations of the world are locked nations of the world are locked nations of the world are locked down or down or down or down or 

corralled in and led to the vaccine slaughterhouse like animals to be chipped and corralled in and led to the vaccine slaughterhouse like animals to be chipped and corralled in and led to the vaccine slaughterhouse like animals to be chipped and corralled in and led to the vaccine slaughterhouse like animals to be chipped and 

tagged.tagged.tagged.tagged. 

The more they resist and demand justice, the more the invisible hand comes down 

upon their heads in the form of riot police with arrests, pepper spray, rubber 

bullets, heavy handed bullying, and at times - murder.  

The government and the hand which guides them try anything except address the 

problems created deliberately against the people. No One is exempt but a few *at 

the top.  

They do not wish to fix the problems - they created them.  

These few can never be arrested nor put on trialThese few can never be arrested nor put on trialThese few can never be arrested nor put on trialThese few can never be arrested nor put on trial,,,,    because they control the police, the because they control the police, the because they control the police, the because they control the police, the 

coucoucoucourts, and most of those who rule over the courts. rts, and most of those who rule over the courts. rts, and most of those who rule over the courts. rts, and most of those who rule over the courts.     

As the mainstream media continues in making fools of the unfoolish and ridiculing 

whomever they please, it is important to know that to concern oneself with that 
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which lower man or womankind think or do against you, is not as nearly important is not as nearly important is not as nearly important is not as nearly important 

as pleasing those gods and goddesses, your relatives from other worlds, who come as pleasing those gods and goddesses, your relatives from other worlds, who come as pleasing those gods and goddesses, your relatives from other worlds, who come as pleasing those gods and goddesses, your relatives from other worlds, who come 

on your behalf, because on your behalf, because on your behalf, because on your behalf, because OneOneOneOne    day you will see it is day you will see it is day you will see it is day you will see it is theytheytheythey        who have ALL THE POWER! who have ALL THE POWER! who have ALL THE POWER! who have ALL THE POWER!     

In Africa churches are burned to the ground. This enables the third group or Fifth 

Column to turn the Christians against the Muslims and vice versa.  

You see the connection?  

This results in confusion and loathing of the Muslims and Christians against One 

another.  

  

Who benefits from this agenda?  

Certainly not the Muslims and certainly not the Christians.  

Were there no religions, this tactic could never work. Therein to hold onto your 

religious philosophy is giving the true enemy of the people, or the Fifth Column, 

the power to tip the house in their favor and create once again an open gate to 

throw you, the people, into chaos - and you let them.  

  

If they insult a prophet, many of you go into a frenzied chaos (rage) which is 

playing directly into the hand of the Fifth Column power.  

Remember, a house with four solid columns seated flat on an even rock 

foundation, is a good foundation. But the moment you place a fifth column which 

is higher than the other four columns in the middle of it - that fifth column controls 

the building and the building tips this way and that, until it is brought down at the 

will of the Fifth Column Power.  

Many of you throughout the world are led like sheep to the slaughter instead of 

standing up as Holy Universal BeingsHoly Universal BeingsHoly Universal BeingsHoly Universal Beings and taking your rightful place in society. Your 

rightful place is to not any longer be the target of those who pull religious strings 

attached to any One of you; nor whom squeeze the lifeblood out of you through 

their money trick.  
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It is you, the people, who are allowing yourselves to be controlled through It is you, the people, who are allowing yourselves to be controlled through It is you, the people, who are allowing yourselves to be controlled through It is you, the people, who are allowing yourselves to be controlled through 

exploitation of religion and through the exploitation of the money trick.exploitation of religion and through the exploitation of the money trick.exploitation of religion and through the exploitation of the money trick.exploitation of religion and through the exploitation of the money trick. Once you 

realize the extent of your own bondage, it will then be that true freedom will 

emerge with the help of the people working in a Oneness and a new system of and a new system of and a new system of and a new system of 

paradise will ariseparadise will ariseparadise will ariseparadise will arise!!!!  

But if you think that the "god" of your religion is going to beat down on your 

heads for breaking your man-made religious laws, then indeed, you do have a 

problem.  

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

 

 20. Federation Of Free Planets, President Thomas 

Jefferson, And This World 
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We begin with a quote from a former U.S. President Thomas Jefferson and continue in examining 

the need for the righteous people to protect themselves and their nations against those who would 

rather see you all dead in your graves if it keeps them wealthy and in power. - Uthrania Seila 

Sentana-Ries McPherson  

    

Government And Its History Of Acclamations 

 

October 18, 2012  

Dear ones, let us cover several topics today. This first section has to do with the 

words of a former President of the United States of America. As enlightened as 

many of his words are there is a portion which I do take to comment upon.  

This quote is not scribed material.  

(Quote)  

  

"Equal and exact justice to all men, of whatever state or persuasion, religious or 

political; peace, commerce, and honest friendship with all nations, entangling 

alliances with none."  

-Thomas Jefferson First Inaugural Address  

(End quote)  

Under the Federated body of planets and nations seen therein, each nation needs each nation needs each nation needs each nation needs 

to align itself with other nations in order to protect itself and its neighbours from to align itself with other nations in order to protect itself and its neighbours from to align itself with other nations in order to protect itself and its neighbours from to align itself with other nations in order to protect itself and its neighbours from 

invasion and occupationinvasion and occupationinvasion and occupationinvasion and occupation,,,,    and never should a nation align itself with anotheand never should a nation align itself with anotheand never should a nation align itself with anotheand never should a nation align itself with another nation r nation r nation r nation 

nor a group of nations for the purpose of invasion and occupation of anothernor a group of nations for the purpose of invasion and occupation of anothernor a group of nations for the purpose of invasion and occupation of anothernor a group of nations for the purpose of invasion and occupation of another!!!!        

Even the Federation of Free Planets join together to protect the paradisaical worldsEven the Federation of Free Planets join together to protect the paradisaical worldsEven the Federation of Free Planets join together to protect the paradisaical worldsEven the Federation of Free Planets join together to protect the paradisaical worlds!!!!  

What do you think would happen if they did not? Those worlds would be faced with Those worlds would be faced with Those worlds would be faced with Those worlds would be faced with 

invasion and occupation from those worlds led by the money tricksters. invasion and occupation from those worlds led by the money tricksters. invasion and occupation from those worlds led by the money tricksters. invasion and occupation from those worlds led by the money tricksters.     
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For an example let us look at NATO whose business it was not to involve 

themselves in the internal affairs of the United States as she decided to invade and 

occupy Afghanistan and Iraq.  

  

Such folly saw NATO involved in another tyranny after it was proven that the taking Such folly saw NATO involved in another tyranny after it was proven that the taking Such folly saw NATO involved in another tyranny after it was proven that the taking Such folly saw NATO involved in another tyranny after it was proven that the taking 

down of the towers was down of the towers was down of the towers was down of the towers was notnotnotnot        done by any of the invaded nations. done by any of the invaded nations. done by any of the invaded nations. done by any of the invaded nations.     

On that day New York saw people rejoicing and dancing in the street, whom after 

an arrest was made on them were let go to go back to where they had come from.  

Let us proceed.  

*Government does not need to “do for the people.” Enlightened leaders set up the 

system of paradisaical economics and societal structure for the people, but the but the but the but the 

people are the ones who do all.people are the ones who do all.people are the ones who do all.people are the ones who do all. They do not need governments to do the building 

and controlling for them. People must not give their power over to governments, People must not give their power over to governments, People must not give their power over to governments, People must not give their power over to governments, 

especially “elespecially “elespecially “elespecially “elected” personnel who do not have the system of economics from the ected” personnel who do not have the system of economics from the ected” personnel who do not have the system of economics from the ected” personnel who do not have the system of economics from the 

Federation of Free Planets in detailed formatFederation of Free Planets in detailed formatFederation of Free Planets in detailed formatFederation of Free Planets in detailed format,,,,    nor want it. nor want it. nor want it. nor want it.     

  

The ones who invaded this earthen society millennia ago with their money trick and 

false concepts which assisted in creating religions, have infiltrated all sectors of have infiltrated all sectors of have infiltrated all sectors of have infiltrated all sectors of 

society and that is why criminal activity is prevalent among all branches and society and that is why criminal activity is prevalent among all branches and society and that is why criminal activity is prevalent among all branches and society and that is why criminal activity is prevalent among all branches and 

organizations of society today throughout most of the worldorganizations of society today throughout most of the worldorganizations of society today throughout most of the worldorganizations of society today throughout most of the world!!!! These wicked ones 

work also in a Oneness throughout the network of society from the ground up and 

*therefore rule from the top down!  It just takes a *threatening phone call to have 

their will implemented.  

Many whose agenda has been placed as a yoke upon the necks of the people 

consider themselves offended if anyone objects to their heavy-handedness, yet is it 

not an offense to make One believe that which another insists they believe, 

whether it be history, governmental and military action, type of education, among 

many other things; and if the people refuse this heavy-handedness upon their 

intellect, souls, and living situation, they become persecuted!  

It is amazing when One begins to understand the enormity of this willful sacrilege 

done to the people in all categories of their lives!  
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Next. Let us stop being ridiculous concerning erroneous beliefs about UFO’s and 

their inhabitants. It is time the people grew up, those of you who are still in the 

toddler stage in understanding the greater realities of the Universe.  

  

People speak, and authorities hype about ‘invasion of aliens” in order to frighten 

the people away from those in the starships whom are their ancestors who have who have who have who have 

come back as they promised thecome back as they promised thecome back as they promised thecome back as they promised they would in order to rescue their posterity.y would in order to rescue their posterity.y would in order to rescue their posterity.y would in order to rescue their posterity. Since that 

promise was given, the generations, the same generations who have not managed 

to get themselves off the money trick and the religious wheel, have reincarnated 

up until this time.  

At the same time those who had first invaded the societies have also reincarnated up At the same time those who had first invaded the societies have also reincarnated up At the same time those who had first invaded the societies have also reincarnated up At the same time those who had first invaded the societies have also reincarnated up 

unto this day unto this day unto this day unto this day with their religion and money trickwith their religion and money trickwith their religion and money trickwith their religion and money trick    to ensnare the slaves they have to ensnare the slaves they have to ensnare the slaves they have to ensnare the slaves they have 

made of all people over the generations save that of their own kind millennia ago.made of all people over the generations save that of their own kind millennia ago.made of all people over the generations save that of their own kind millennia ago.made of all people over the generations save that of their own kind millennia ago.     

So, bSo, bSo, bSo, beloved ones, you need not any longer fear eloved ones, you need not any longer fear eloved ones, you need not any longer fear eloved ones, you need not any longer fear anananan    unholy invasion of “aliens” for unholy invasion of “aliens” for unholy invasion of “aliens” for unholy invasion of “aliens” for 

they invaded millennia ago and are still holding you hostage to their they invaded millennia ago and are still holding you hostage to their they invaded millennia ago and are still holding you hostage to their they invaded millennia ago and are still holding you hostage to their 

economic/religious systemeconomic/religious systemeconomic/religious systemeconomic/religious systemssss. . . .     

Finally comes the last portion. Let us see what we have here.  

We hear over our news media the concern of One person not offending another. 

This suits those well who wish nobody to show them in a bad light and have no 

stand themselves from which they may argue from.  

Within this society it is a daily occurrence to disagree or point out errors or 

wickedness whenever One generally speaks. It is called dialogue. And wherever a 

disagreement occurs then dialogue is the proper outlet for coming to a conclusion. 

Of course, if One nation is invaded by another nation then dialogue is not going to 

help much. We all know that.  

If dialogue is taken away because it “offends” somebody, then that offended One 

just cannot stand upon his or her own feet in a contest of ideas, facts or what-

have-you. So let us open the books and see what we have.  

Who exactly is offending whom?  
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Dear ones, it is important, to be sure, to unmask the lies of historyunmask the lies of historyunmask the lies of historyunmask the lies of history as printed and 

taught in our schools and universities and over the mainstream media, but do not 

forget about your present time in the here and now. Why is this? Because unless Because unless Because unless Because unless 

you deal with the situation today placed as a yoke upon your necks by the you deal with the situation today placed as a yoke upon your necks by the you deal with the situation today placed as a yoke upon your necks by the you deal with the situation today placed as a yoke upon your necks by the 

masqueraders of light who keep you in financial and religious bondage, not allowing masqueraders of light who keep you in financial and religious bondage, not allowing masqueraders of light who keep you in financial and religious bondage, not allowing masqueraders of light who keep you in financial and religious bondage, not allowing 

you to think for yourselves without some form of punishment to byou to think for yourselves without some form of punishment to byou to think for yourselves without some form of punishment to byou to think for yourselves without some form of punishment to be e e e metedmetedmetedmeted    out on out on out on out on 

those who use their intellect, you will never regain the power they have taken from those who use their intellect, you will never regain the power they have taken from those who use their intellect, you will never regain the power they have taken from those who use their intellect, you will never regain the power they have taken from 

you, the people.you, the people.you, the people.you, the people. You must therefore regain your power back unto yourselves in You must therefore regain your power back unto yourselves in You must therefore regain your power back unto yourselves in You must therefore regain your power back unto yourselves in 

order to open the forbidden books of history and see what had actually been order to open the forbidden books of history and see what had actually been order to open the forbidden books of history and see what had actually been order to open the forbidden books of history and see what had actually been 

wriwriwriwritten. tten. tten. tten.     

When you discover the truth of what really happened, then reality opens your mind 

to more possibilities not considered before. Until you come to the realization you Until you come to the realization you Until you come to the realization you Until you come to the realization you 

have been fed nothing but distorted facts and lies, you will be no less than have been fed nothing but distorted facts and lies, you will be no less than have been fed nothing but distorted facts and lies, you will be no less than have been fed nothing but distorted facts and lies, you will be no less than 

astounded at the rapid change in the thinking and the scope of understanding of astounded at the rapid change in the thinking and the scope of understanding of astounded at the rapid change in the thinking and the scope of understanding of astounded at the rapid change in the thinking and the scope of understanding of 

not only yourself but of those people around you; and sadnessnot only yourself but of those people around you; and sadnessnot only yourself but of those people around you; and sadnessnot only yourself but of those people around you; and sadness    will turn to hope, and will turn to hope, and will turn to hope, and will turn to hope, and 

despair to elation. despair to elation. despair to elation. despair to elation.     

Do not be led any longer as sheep to the slaughterhouses of the tyrant people who Do not be led any longer as sheep to the slaughterhouses of the tyrant people who Do not be led any longer as sheep to the slaughterhouses of the tyrant people who Do not be led any longer as sheep to the slaughterhouses of the tyrant people who 

once came from the worlds of hatred, greed, avarice, lies, and deception, enacting once came from the worlds of hatred, greed, avarice, lies, and deception, enacting once came from the worlds of hatred, greed, avarice, lies, and deception, enacting once came from the worlds of hatred, greed, avarice, lies, and deception, enacting 

their tyranny upon the each their tyranny upon the each their tyranny upon the each their tyranny upon the each OneOneOneOne    of you up untoof you up untoof you up untoof you up unto    this day. this day. this day. this day.     

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  
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21.21.21.21.  A Hugely Encased Secret  

 

Dear ones, we have in our possession a set of scribings from 1994, called "The Article of Faith 

Series," consisting of 5 short volumes. The excerpt following was taken from "Listen to me, 

General!" the second volume, and tells us of a "Hugely Encased Secret." Read carefully and 

understand. This writ has been a secret to the citizens for quite some time now. Read on and see 

what you, the people, can discover. We have placed this writ among our other writings due to its 

timeless importance.  - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

    

A Revelation From Congress Room #4, Bellingham, 

Massachusetts 

Monday, 25th July 1994  

(Quote)  
  

A Hugely Encased Secret 

And here is the 'Big Bang!' Just what do you suspect would be kept so intactly 

encased within the Naphine of proliferated activity? It is the dearth of human 

consumption relative to the decomposing bodily forms of those sad gaiters 

distinctly remorse of their unequivocal goodly surroundings.  
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Heard of the case of the Neanderthal? Again, the dawning of a new age... And what 

about those polar ice caps wherewithin so melted? Did you and yours actually 

perceive the druids of yesteryear with their mumbo jumbo, secluding themselves 

from distinctly immoral societal structure? Think ye of the Naturale Earth Barrier 

Continuum? Does it really take an expert in genealogy to figure out the auspices of 

dictatorial perception? Think!  

And lest you find immediate strain on your templates - suffice it to be unto 

yourselves - the truth of factorial compliance being found withinthe truth of factorial compliance being found withinthe truth of factorial compliance being found withinthe truth of factorial compliance being found within    the ruins of floating the ruins of floating the ruins of floating the ruins of floating 

ice masses of "protocol excluded", as whole carcasses of families, par se, as ice masses of "protocol excluded", as whole carcasses of families, par se, as ice masses of "protocol excluded", as whole carcasses of families, par se, as ice masses of "protocol excluded", as whole carcasses of families, par se, as 

determined by we ones and they, your geological experts, THAT WITHIN THE determined by we ones and they, your geological experts, THAT WITHIN THE determined by we ones and they, your geological experts, THAT WITHIN THE determined by we ones and they, your geological experts, THAT WITHIN THE 

PERIMETER OF ONE ICEPERIMETER OF ONE ICEPERIMETER OF ONE ICEPERIMETER OF ONE ICE----FILLED TOMB LIES THE HIERARCHY OF WHAT YOU WOULD FILLED TOMB LIES THE HIERARCHY OF WHAT YOU WOULD FILLED TOMB LIES THE HIERARCHY OF WHAT YOU WOULD FILLED TOMB LIES THE HIERARCHY OF WHAT YOU WOULD 

DEEM AS PREHDEEM AS PREHDEEM AS PREHDEEM AS PREHISTORIC AGES OF YOUR HISTORY FOUND INTACT! ISTORIC AGES OF YOUR HISTORY FOUND INTACT! ISTORIC AGES OF YOUR HISTORY FOUND INTACT! ISTORIC AGES OF YOUR HISTORY FOUND INTACT!     

This revelation, we're sure, will most definitely hit upon those soiled pocketbooks 

of the symphonic elder-elite, and may it suffice to say, that we have found not One 

yet alive, albeit, the bodily functional quality of DNA tissue as well as such 

underdeveloped brain tissue furthers their studies with intricate resource intentions 

as leaving the deductors of this most crucial information, of which the furthermost 

top scientists, archaeologists, methodologists, geologists and genealogists as well 

as few enough others, do find time to concur among themselves toward the 

possible injectures of declining stages of schizophrenias. “No more need for 

hospitals,” they say, “No more need for unbecoming societal structure! No more 

detrimental attacks of anxiety syndrome. These people would indeed be better off 

for all society” - then next: the PRISON INSTITUTIONS!  

HOW WOULD ANYONE EVEN KNOW WHAT PLANS WE PERFORM? WE TELL THEM, 

IT IS SIMPLY FOR THE GOOD OF SOCIETY. 'BRAIN SHRINKING' OF A SORTS, YES, 

BUT GET RID OF THE LEECHES OF SOCIETY. DISTINCTLY TOMORROW! AN 

ELEMENT OF MISCONSTRUED MISCONJECTURE. AN ELEMENT OF FAIRNESS TO 

THE STRUGGLES OF SOCIETAL STRUCTURE IN WE ONES OF GOMORRAH, DEALING 

INTRICATELY WITHIN THE STRUCTURAL CONFINES OF MORAL WRATH. WHAT 

THEY DON'T KNOW CAN NOT ONLY NOT HURT THEM, BUT IN EFFECTBUT IN EFFECTBUT IN EFFECTBUT IN EFFECT    WILL WILL WILL WILL 

ELIMINATE BODILY POLLUTION AND LOWER THE ECONOMIC STANDARD WHEREBY ELIMINATE BODILY POLLUTION AND LOWER THE ECONOMIC STANDARD WHEREBY ELIMINATE BODILY POLLUTION AND LOWER THE ECONOMIC STANDARD WHEREBY ELIMINATE BODILY POLLUTION AND LOWER THE ECONOMIC STANDARD WHEREBY 

THEY LIVETHEY LIVETHEY LIVETHEY LIVE!!!!        

Within the crucial stages of embryo inducement to the babes so born within 

poverty regulations, it is presumed that this effect will serve to submerge those 
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ones of the retarding sector, primarily retardation and its due complements, to 

engage this sort of detrimental ephology of instrumental success.  

OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS WOULD THEREBY BE RECORDED AS SUCH 

THROUGHOUT THOSE HISTORY BOOKS, AND NO ONE WOULD BE ANY THE 

WISER.  

CONSTITUENTS OF GOVERNMENTAL POLICIES WOULD THEREBY LEARN, IN DUE 

PROCESS OF TIME, THAT ABORTION IS TRULY ILLEGAL IN EVERY ASPECT OF THE ABORTION IS TRULY ILLEGAL IN EVERY ASPECT OF THE ABORTION IS TRULY ILLEGAL IN EVERY ASPECT OF THE ABORTION IS TRULY ILLEGAL IN EVERY ASPECT OF THE 

WORD, WHILE PERFORMING A DIFFERENT TYPE OF EUTHANASIA UPON THEIR WORD, WHILE PERFORMING A DIFFERENT TYPE OF EUTHANASIA UPON THEIR WORD, WHILE PERFORMING A DIFFERENT TYPE OF EUTHANASIA UPON THEIR WORD, WHILE PERFORMING A DIFFERENT TYPE OF EUTHANASIA UPON THEIR 

YOUNG. YOUNG. YOUNG. YOUNG.     

LARGE INTERNMENT CAMPS WOULD THEREFORE BE THE ORDER OF THE DAY AND LARGE INTERNMENT CAMPS WOULD THEREFORE BE THE ORDER OF THE DAY AND LARGE INTERNMENT CAMPS WOULD THEREFORE BE THE ORDER OF THE DAY AND LARGE INTERNMENT CAMPS WOULD THEREFORE BE THE ORDER OF THE DAY AND 

STOCKHOLM WOULD INDEED PROVIDE US WITH ENOUGH STATISTICAL STOCKHOLM WOULD INDEED PROVIDE US WITH ENOUGH STATISTICAL STOCKHOLM WOULD INDEED PROVIDE US WITH ENOUGH STATISTICAL STOCKHOLM WOULD INDEED PROVIDE US WITH ENOUGH STATISTICAL 

RESOURCRESOURCRESOURCRESOURCES TO ENABLE OUR FINAL VICTORY RUN! ES TO ENABLE OUR FINAL VICTORY RUN! ES TO ENABLE OUR FINAL VICTORY RUN! ES TO ENABLE OUR FINAL VICTORY RUN!     

WE HAVE THEM ALL BY THE HEEL OF THEIR SHOES, AND THEN WHEN WE ARE 

FINISHED, NOT ONE WILL BE LEFT STANDING IN CO-OPERATION WITH THE 

GREAT TRADITIONAL LAWS OF THE UNIVERSE! FOR NOT ONE WILL BE LEFT WITH 

THE BRAINS THEY WERE BORN WITH!!  

 

ALL WE NEED NOW, FELLOW MEMBERS, IS A GOOD SOLID FOOT IN THE 

DOORWAY OF DESIRE - FOR THAT VERY ELEMENT OF HOPE, SUCCESS STORIES, 

WANTS, NEEDS AND DESIRES WILL SILENTLY SLIP FROM WITHIN THEIR GRASP 

AND BE LOST FOREVER. WITH OUR OWN SOURCE OF MISFIT-TYPE DRUID 

PERSONALITIES ABOUND FOR THE OUTWORKING OF OUR SYSTEMATIC SKETCHES 

OF TOMORROW - NOT AVAILING THE OUTPOURING OF HEATED WRATH UPON 

THOSE POPULACES OF THE WORLD.  

 

WE INDEED, DEAR FELLOWS, LEARN WHAT THE LIFE ESSENCE OF NOBILITY IS 

TRULY ABOUT. AND THAT, DEAR FELLOWS, IS US!  

 

-Breckenbacher Esq., Congress Room #4. Bellingham, Massachusetts.  

  

EPILOGUE EPILOGUE EPILOGUE EPILOGUE     
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This, dear ones, provides the epilogue of today's story, which soon, with the time-

span of this age being of a climaxing nature will undoubtedly prove its resource in 

alerting the populace of the world.alerting the populace of the world.alerting the populace of the world.alerting the populace of the world.  

Adieu and thank you, Seila. Record time as being 7:07 pm."  

(End quote)  

- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

 From our book “Listen to me, General!Listen to me, General!Listen to me, General!Listen to me, General!””””  

 

22.22.22.22. Democracy Is NOT Paradise 
 

 

Dear ones, if you win over your enemies you have accomplished something. If you conquer them 

you have lost the war. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  
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Can You Attain Paradise Through Democracy? 
 

July 26, 2012  

We look at the problem of attaining a paradisaical world through democracy. I 

have taken a portion also out of my blueprint for Iraq. The West did not like this 

trend in the Middle East, so they destroyed every nation we tried to help - One by 

One. So now when a nation is on its way to setting up as well as they are able the 

beginning of paradise for their people, we say nothing.  

  

As you look at the "democratic nations" there is little to compare it to a 

paradisaical way of life. For instance, nonononot much if anything is ever freet much if anything is ever freet much if anything is ever freet much if anything is ever free!!!!        

The politicians should throw out the tax and usury system in favour of the original The politicians should throw out the tax and usury system in favour of the original The politicians should throw out the tax and usury system in favour of the original The politicians should throw out the tax and usury system in favour of the original 

economic system as used upon many planetary worlds, even though many planetary economic system as used upon many planetary worlds, even though many planetary economic system as used upon many planetary worlds, even though many planetary economic system as used upon many planetary worlds, even though many planetary 

worlds are no further ahead than this worlds are no further ahead than this worlds are no further ahead than this worlds are no further ahead than this OneOneOneOne.... In that way your politicians would be 

accomplishing something worth doing.  

As it is, half of the world behaves crazily, and the other half follows.  

Courts and jails are no more than an attestment to systematic failure and a complete Courts and jails are no more than an attestment to systematic failure and a complete Courts and jails are no more than an attestment to systematic failure and a complete Courts and jails are no more than an attestment to systematic failure and a complete 

breakdown of Universbreakdown of Universbreakdown of Universbreakdown of Universal structure of justice. al structure of justice. al structure of justice. al structure of justice.     

With all this information coming rapidly to the forefront of understanding in 

peoples' minds from different sources, let us for a moment in time look forward 

upon a segment of what exactly to do about this ongoing disaster in the matter of 

housing taken from my blueprint for Iraq.  

(Quote) 

Housing  

Every family is entitled to a plot of land to grow vegetables, trees and flowers, and to Every family is entitled to a plot of land to grow vegetables, trees and flowers, and to Every family is entitled to a plot of land to grow vegetables, trees and flowers, and to Every family is entitled to a plot of land to grow vegetables, trees and flowers, and to 

build a house suitable for the size of their family.build a house suitable for the size of their family.build a house suitable for the size of their family.build a house suitable for the size of their family. There will be no mansions nor 

castles. Each family will attend a school to learn requirements for house size and 

building code expectations.  
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These schools will be within each district. If a woman is expecting a child, or a 

family chooses to house their elderly, then the permit they are given will reflect the 

suitable size of the home. Each family, however, will be permitted to choose the Each family, however, will be permitted to choose the Each family, however, will be permitted to choose the Each family, however, will be permitted to choose the 

materials for their homes, such as marble floors, or hardwood floors. In returnmaterials for their homes, such as marble floors, or hardwood floors. In returnmaterials for their homes, such as marble floors, or hardwood floors. In returnmaterials for their homes, such as marble floors, or hardwood floors. In return,,,,    their their their their 

own talents will be required bown talents will be required bown talents will be required bown talents will be required by others. y others. y others. y others.     

Each home will be equipped with wind power windmills in their rooftops as well as 

solar power either in the roof, or walls, or both. All wind and solar power goes into 

the grid. The grid consists of all transmission lines supplying the people's electrical 

needs nationwide. This grid is the inherent right of all people and thusly is provided This grid is the inherent right of all people and thusly is provided This grid is the inherent right of all people and thusly is provided This grid is the inherent right of all people and thusly is provided 

at no charge. at no charge. at no charge. at no charge.  

Farms will be also equipped with both and must provide heated accommodations for Farms will be also equipped with both and must provide heated accommodations for Farms will be also equipped with both and must provide heated accommodations for Farms will be also equipped with both and must provide heated accommodations for 

their animals during the cold season. their animals during the cold season. their animals during the cold season. their animals during the cold season.     

Each home will have gunEach home will have gunEach home will have gunEach home will have gun    safes.safes.safes.safes. The key to this room will be held by the heads or 

head if there is only One parent, or eldest sibling no younger than sixteen years of 

age, of the family.  

In the event of an invasion the Ummah (or province) they live in will sound an 

alarm and the districts will immediately arm and wait for further coded instructions 

from the Security Panel which will continue to inform the Ummahs.  

(End Quote)  

(Note: Until this planet comes under the protection of the Federation of Free Planets, the people will 

need to protect themselves, if we were to get that far which is highly doubtful at the stage of 

humanities evolution. Those who wish Those who wish Those who wish Those who wish the paradisthe paradisthe paradisthe paradisaiaiaiaical system cal system cal system cal system are being bombed and have chemical are being bombed and have chemical are being bombed and have chemical are being bombed and have chemical 

weapons continually dropped upon their personsweapons continually dropped upon their personsweapons continually dropped upon their personsweapons continually dropped upon their persons. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson)  
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Ummahs work within the UMMAH which is the Nation itself. 

Of the Ummah, I qualify One in capital letters and the other in small print. Of 

course, this is all explained at the beginning of the blueprint for Iraq, which is in its 

detail exemplary.  

Right Right Right Right now,now,now,now,    the western governments and corporate powers in America hold most of the western governments and corporate powers in America hold most of the western governments and corporate powers in America hold most of the western governments and corporate powers in America hold most of 

the land. Muchthe land. Muchthe land. Muchthe land. Much    land in the west is unoccupied so that the people are forced into the land in the west is unoccupied so that the people are forced into the land in the west is unoccupied so that the people are forced into the land in the west is unoccupied so that the people are forced into the 

towns and cities where they are groomed for poverty and to keep them under the towns and cities where they are groomed for poverty and to keep them under the towns and cities where they are groomed for poverty and to keep them under the towns and cities where they are groomed for poverty and to keep them under the 

thumb of their slave masters. thumb of their slave masters. thumb of their slave masters. thumb of their slave masters.     

  

Even some who live within desert regions in the United States and own property 

rights, meaning the titles to the land which they occupy, are still being forced out 

by the authorities uncompensated for the losses, which is a blatant denial of their 

inherent right to their own property. Targeted are particularly some who "live off 

the grid" in self-sufficiency.  

Those who press upon others the system of democracy, do so in order to 

perpetuate the tyrannical economic system and societal structure. Fragmentation is 

chaos. Those who force democracy upon others, uphold the continuous 

plummeting of the world into chaos because democracy is the perfect smokescreen democracy is the perfect smokescreen democracy is the perfect smokescreen democracy is the perfect smokescreen 

for deceiving the people.for deceiving the people.for deceiving the people.for deceiving the people. Those residing under such a system are made by the 

international banker to reside within the illegal system of usury. This can be stated 

of all formats of governmental control under the non-Universal structure of 

present-day economics. In other words, the international banker knows certain the international banker knows certain the international banker knows certain the international banker knows certain 

leaders may rebelleaders may rebelleaders may rebelleaders may rebel,,,,    once they are elected, so the international banker may once they are elected, so the international banker may once they are elected, so the international banker may once they are elected, so the international banker may 

contemplate discrediting and demonizing these leaders before the world'scontemplate discrediting and demonizing these leaders before the world'scontemplate discrediting and demonizing these leaders before the world'scontemplate discrediting and demonizing these leaders before the world's----prprprpresentesentesentesent----

day societal structure day societal structure day societal structure day societal structure ----    or worse. or worse. or worse. or worse.     

Those who wish to give to the people that which is theirs never last long whilst 

those who take from the people usually in the form of the taxation or the reba-

usury system and the selling out of their national resources to foreign powers, are 

those whom are guaranteed another four years next coming election.  

 

Now, today in 2021, as the people become wiser, the powers-that-be have found a 

new way to make the people kneel before them as an act of survival, and that and that and that and that is to is to is to is to 
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bring bring bring bring in in in in the deadly vaccines of Pfizer, Moderna, Astra Zeneca and Johnson and the deadly vaccines of Pfizer, Moderna, Astra Zeneca and Johnson and the deadly vaccines of Pfizer, Moderna, Astra Zeneca and Johnson and the deadly vaccines of Pfizer, Moderna, Astra Zeneca and Johnson and 

JohnsonJohnsonJohnsonJohnson,,,,    with more coming from the butcher houses of the West and Europe.with more coming from the butcher houses of the West and Europe.with more coming from the butcher houses of the West and Europe.with more coming from the butcher houses of the West and Europe.    

 

(Insert as of August 2021): Four African Presidents have been assassinated for Four African Presidents have been assassinated for Four African Presidents have been assassinated for Four African Presidents have been assassinated for 

refusing to allow refusing to allow refusing to allow refusing to allow the deadly vaccines into their countriesthe deadly vaccines into their countriesthe deadly vaccines into their countriesthe deadly vaccines into their countries!!!!    

 

The The The The ppppeoples’ own demise is now assured.eoples’ own demise is now assured.eoples’ own demise is now assured.eoples’ own demise is now assured.    As it stands today, impotency still reigns in As it stands today, impotency still reigns in As it stands today, impotency still reigns in As it stands today, impotency still reigns in 

the brains of most World Leaders.the brains of most World Leaders.the brains of most World Leaders.the brains of most World Leaders.  

 

- Uthrania Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  
  

23.23.23.23. Democracy - The Occupier Of The Nations! 

 

No type of government - as they stand before the people of this world - are able to lead you into 

rebuilding in complete formation - paradise, but some do come close to a good beginning. Those 

who do, are stopped in their tracks by those who run the money-trick. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

McPherson 
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Democracy, the Tyrant 
 

August 7, 2012  

There are many ways to look at the tyrant, democracy, and to call democracy an 

occupier, dear ones, is just One more catalyst to understanding this form of 

ruthlessness against the people. Your minds and hearts have been saturated for so Your minds and hearts have been saturated for so Your minds and hearts have been saturated for so Your minds and hearts have been saturated for so 

long with the lie that democracy is a government for the peoplelong with the lie that democracy is a government for the peoplelong with the lie that democracy is a government for the peoplelong with the lie that democracy is a government for the people,,,,    that many of you that many of you that many of you that many of you 

can no longer think otherwisecan no longer think otherwisecan no longer think otherwisecan no longer think otherwise!!!!        

Democracy is not a government Democracy is not a government Democracy is not a government Democracy is not a government for the people, of the people, for the people, of the people, for the people, of the people, for the people, of the people, or by the peopleor by the peopleor by the peopleor by the people!!!!        

Before we can move on, dear ones, we must turn away from the evil and embrace 

all that which is good for our souls as well as our physical bodies. Let us look at this 

ploy against the nations from another viewpoint then.  

A coup on a nation begins long before the coup upon the nation's government 

takes place by evil and aggressive powers. They have air power, chemical weapons, 

ground forces, and forces by sea, which draw a line around a nation before pulling 

the noose tight.  

There is nothing natural about your democracy. Democracy is a door opened for Democracy is a door opened for Democracy is a door opened for Democracy is a door opened for 

the uneducated, selfish, greedthe uneducated, selfish, greedthe uneducated, selfish, greedthe uneducated, selfish, greed----filled and traitorous persons to feed off the people filled and traitorous persons to feed off the people filled and traitorous persons to feed off the people filled and traitorous persons to feed off the people 

within. within. within. within.     

A coup on the nations resultA coup on the nations resultA coup on the nations resultA coup on the nations resultssss    firstlfirstlfirstlfirstly in occupation andy in occupation andy in occupation andy in occupation and theft of theft of theft of theft of thethethethe    nations' natural nations' natural nations' natural nations' natural 

resourcesresourcesresourcesresources belonging to their respective peoples. After the initial invasion usually 

with bombs, chemical weapons, mercenaries, and foreign spies, does the 

occupying power perform a coup on the governments of the nations.  

This is a strategy, dear ones, and a very dangerous One. The occupying forces take 

down the nations by military force, layer by layer, and in the present national 

government's place is set up a fragmenting friction of a group of people led by a 

western instilled marionette. The people of the nations, beloveds, are all left out. 

This is the goal and reason of the western powers: no power for the people  
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Democracy allows for no power Democracy allows for no power Democracy allows for no power Democracy allows for no power tttto the people, only power o the people, only power o the people, only power o the people, only power overoveroverover    the people.the people.the people.the people. In a In a In a In a 

paradisaical society the people are the power paradisaical society the people are the power paradisaical society the people are the power paradisaical society the people are the power ----    the only power which protects a the only power which protects a the only power which protects a the only power which protects a 

nation and their leadership. nation and their leadership. nation and their leadership. nation and their leadership.     

  

Many people say: "Let us look among ourselves to find One or two - or even 

several - who may make our lives easier!" But beloveds, does anyone who is 

fortunate enough to be elected by the people, have solutions to "all" the peoples' 

misfortunes and concerns?  

 

If not, then what can the "elected" ones do to change the system from hellish 

economics to paradisaical stability and contentment?  Nothing! Nothing! Nothing! Nothing!     

 

The paradisaical blueprint/blueprints must be set up and enacted.  

 

When a new government takes the helm and after several months there are still 

poor in the land then the government will have accomplished very little.  

 

And any good the prior president has done shall be overturned by the next 

president, and this is also where democracy fails the people! 

 

Look at the western governments: only lobbyists have power in government. They, 

in fact, operate the government of the west. They fund One another from banking 

institutions all the way down the ladder throughout every facet of society, and this 

is why, dear ones, you can never rid yourselves of those trying to harm you with 

pharmaceutical drugs and expenses, lawyer fees, injustice for the poor, and the 

philosophical and historical falsehoods taught in your schools, colleges and 

universities. This is to name just a few.  

 

We cannot stress to you, the readers, enough, how dangerous this form of 

government is. Democracy presents a fourDemocracy presents a fourDemocracy presents a fourDemocracy presents a four----year coup cycle which fragments the year coup cycle which fragments the year coup cycle which fragments the year coup cycle which fragments the 

government from each other as well as from the people and pulls everyone away government from each other as well as from the people and pulls everyone away government from each other as well as from the people and pulls everyone away government from each other as well as from the people and pulls everyone away 

from the from the from the from the OnenessOnenessOnenessOneness    of unity needed to even of unity needed to even of unity needed to even of unity needed to even beginbeginbeginbegin    building paradise. building paradise. building paradise. building paradise.     

Rigged elections, hidden-away ballot boxes, and should the people win an election 

for their candidate, how many of the candidates or people themselves, know how 
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to recreate paradise on this world, you call Earth? Again, we ask of the readers, this 

most important question.  

This particular world is run byThis particular world is run byThis particular world is run byThis particular world is run by    men of the lowermen of the lowermen of the lowermen of the lower----evolved attitude.evolved attitude.evolved attitude.evolved attitude. They have long 

been influenced by those who first came to this Earth with their money trick. Many 

generations of being reincarnated back into the same society, run by the same 

people with their evil banking trick, has made most of you forget your true origins.  

This world is in a diabolical mess because of it. But could women do any better at 

their stage of development? We see women in high places. Most of them try to 

outdo the men in their wickedness and competition with them. Other women wish 

to pull out of wars which the men have begun, but find themselves unable to do 

so.  

In effect, any format of government as known upon this particular world is useless 

in rebuilding a paradisaical system in its entirety. However, the paradisaical system 

which we offered up to the nations in the year 2000 will bring the nations around 

in One quick hurry!  

  

The powers that be have said "No!"  

Dear ones, out of our blueprint for Iraq we displayed a segment which dealt with 

the question of: How could a leadership of Twenty-Four ensure their own safety?  

Here is our answer to that concern: If the system and leadership working within that If the system and leadership working within that If the system and leadership working within that If the system and leadership working within that 

system gisystem gisystem gisystem gives to the people not only that which they need, but that also which the ves to the people not only that which they need, but that also which the ves to the people not only that which they need, but that also which the ves to the people not only that which they need, but that also which the 

people desire, then there will be no question that the people themselves people desire, then there will be no question that the people themselves people desire, then there will be no question that the people themselves people desire, then there will be no question that the people themselves ----    armed to armed to armed to armed to 

the teeth the teeth the teeth the teeth ----    will satisfactorily protect the leadership who gwill satisfactorily protect the leadership who gwill satisfactorily protect the leadership who gwill satisfactorily protect the leadership who gaaaave them the peopleve them the peopleve them the peopleve them the people----

friendly system. friendly system. friendly system. friendly system.     

Switzerland is One nation which has never been attacked, dear ones. They have 

fortifications in the mountains. Their people are heavily armed. Therein anyone 

who envisions invading Switzerland must first pass though mountain passages 

which are militarily fortified by the Swiss people.  
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Switzerland, however, still heavily embraces the banking system and it is this 

banking system with its economics which separate the rich from the poor. So again, 

many facets of paradise must yet to be built.  

  

Before this occurs of course, the nations will have ensured that no adversary is the nations will have ensured that no adversary is the nations will have ensured that no adversary is the nations will have ensured that no adversary is 

allowed to undermine the paradisaical order of economics.allowed to undermine the paradisaical order of economics.allowed to undermine the paradisaical order of economics.allowed to undermine the paradisaical order of economics. Many adversaries, when 

they see the banking system collapse, will decide among themselves that perhaps 

paradise building is the better choice. But others will cling to the old system in 

hopes of bringing to themselves an unfair advantage.  

Such wicked ones do not seem to realize that they themselves could aptly benefit 

from a system of a paradisaical nature. This is their folly.  

The day will come when they will have no choice in the matter, and when that day 

comes, the wise will become fools and the fools then become the wise.  

Remember this, Sisterhood and Brethren, it is written that many of us "walk among 

the living dead." This demonstrates that in the time nearest the new beginning, the 

same generations would come back to walk this Earth. Those living upon this Earth 

in their bodily cases are called the "living." Those whom these living considered 

"deceased," whether over long centuries of time or the short present, who have 

since reincarnated upon this same earthen plane are the "living dead." are the "living dead." are the "living dead." are the "living dead."     

SoSoSoSo,,,,    all will be privy to choose which side they are on all will be privy to choose which side they are on all will be privy to choose which side they are on all will be privy to choose which side they are on ----    the system born in heaven or the system born in heaven or the system born in heaven or the system born in heaven or 

the system born in hellthe system born in hellthe system born in hellthe system born in hell: : : : The capitalist system of economics and their societal 

structure, or the paradisaical system of economics and our societal structure. After 

all, it is your choice, each and every One." (Taken from our blueprint for Iraq).  

It is your choice, beloveds. HHHHeaveeaveeaveeaven is built on every n is built on every n is built on every n is built on every EarthEarthEarthEarth    where the people demand where the people demand where the people demand where the people demand 

it, and hell is reserved it, and hell is reserved it, and hell is reserved it, and hell is reserved for for for for worlds worlds worlds worlds of of of of unununun----evolved soulevolved soulevolved soulevolved souls with unders with unders with unders with under----evolved evolved evolved evolved intellect intellect intellect intellect 

and and and and lack of lack of lack of lack of wisdom. wisdom. wisdom. wisdom.     

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson    
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24.24.24.24. Each Drop Of Blood Shed By Slaves Becomes A 

Smile Awaiting A New Mouth 

  

We are looking at whether or not the age-old money trick keeps you, the people, out of paradise. 

We take another look at India, Pakistan and Kashmir as a family of three people and you may be 

surprised at how easy this can sufficiently work to the satisfaction of One and of All. - Uthrania Seila 

Sentana-Ries McPherson  

 

Does the Money Trick Keep You Out of Paradise? Let Us Look 

Again at Kashmir 

  
August 12, 2012  

The system of money keeps you from regaining paradise which is the case for all 

people in lifesteams of lower evolution where money is the basis for their 

economies. You, the people, will have to decide which new life you want when you 

reincarnate:  tears from slavery or smiles from the enjoyment of freedom.or smiles from the enjoyment of freedom.or smiles from the enjoyment of freedom.or smiles from the enjoyment of freedom.  

Dear ones, it is the money system which holds every good project in abeyance to the it is the money system which holds every good project in abeyance to the it is the money system which holds every good project in abeyance to the it is the money system which holds every good project in abeyance to the 

banking cabal.banking cabal.banking cabal.banking cabal. You cannot "have" anything without paying money for it.  
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It is the monetary system of either numbers or cash flow which keeps paradise 

from being built. You cannot "build" without paying with money for some aspect of 

that which you wish to build.  

  

The lThe lThe lThe love of money, dear ones, has war as its natural consequenceove of money, dear ones, has war as its natural consequenceove of money, dear ones, has war as its natural consequenceove of money, dear ones, has war as its natural consequence!!!!        

The system of money is what keeps you, the people, out of your own hand-built 

paradise. Therefore, each drop of blood shed by slaves to the money system, those 

same slaves who insist upon building their paradise to enter into in the next 

lifestream, becomes a smile awaiting a new mouth.  

Democratic elections are also a reason that war so often is stepped up. Becoming 

elected often comes about with "favours" promised to those who fight against the 

people for the candidates' own profits. Therein do the candidates say to 

themselves: "We must agree to go and conquer nations"We must agree to go and conquer nations"We must agree to go and conquer nations"We must agree to go and conquer nations,,,,    stealing their resourcesstealing their resourcesstealing their resourcesstealing their resources,,,,    and and and and 

then will we stuff away the kickbacks within our own offshore banking accounts." then will we stuff away the kickbacks within our own offshore banking accounts." then will we stuff away the kickbacks within our own offshore banking accounts." then will we stuff away the kickbacks within our own offshore banking accounts."     

        

Bribe money is prevalent in every election and worms its way throughout the next 

four years. In addition, comes the need for more offshore accounts through the 

never-ending and continuous laundering of money - your money.  

Dear ones, it is imperative to understand the range of diverse economic and 

religious corruption which hold the people as slaves in bondage to the banking 

group in order to understand the problem so as to implement the solution.  

The day the people and the leaderships of the nations opt for their true status of 

Humanity: H = holy, U = universal, man or woman by behaving properly, both 

respect and cooperation with the Federation of Free PlanetsFederation of Free PlanetsFederation of Free PlanetsFederation of Free Planets and their original 

economic system will be theirs.  

That will be the day in which the money laundThat will be the day in which the money laundThat will be the day in which the money laundThat will be the day in which the money laundering scamists ering scamists ering scamists ering scamists ((((scammersscammersscammersscammers) ) ) ) will no longer will no longer will no longer will no longer 

be able to threaten nor blackmail any more nations into compliance under the be able to threaten nor blackmail any more nations into compliance under the be able to threaten nor blackmail any more nations into compliance under the be able to threaten nor blackmail any more nations into compliance under the 

corrupt corporate banking system of the One World Order Police State, nor run the corrupt corporate banking system of the One World Order Police State, nor run the corrupt corporate banking system of the One World Order Police State, nor run the corrupt corporate banking system of the One World Order Police State, nor run the 

planet and its people into financial despair. planet and its people into financial despair. planet and its people into financial despair. planet and its people into financial despair.     
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Any time monetary debt is held over the heads of governments and their people as 

a "means of survival," that is the time the governments and their people must that is the time the governments and their people must that is the time the governments and their people must that is the time the governments and their people must 

reverse their tactics and eliminate that which holds them all in bondagereverse their tactics and eliminate that which holds them all in bondagereverse their tactics and eliminate that which holds them all in bondagereverse their tactics and eliminate that which holds them all in bondage!!!!        

Inasfar as Pakistan and India are concerned, we, working with the Federation of Free Federation of Free Federation of Free Federation of Free 

PlanetsPlanetsPlanetsPlanets more than 8 years ago, gave to both leaderships and their people the 

understanding of the universal economics which several of the other nations had 

been given, and the people of both nations loved it and adopted the theory but but but but 

were prevented from putting it into practice.were prevented from putting it into practice.were prevented from putting it into practice.were prevented from putting it into practice. They pleaded with both governments 

to implement it before any more bloodshed would take place in Kashmir.  

Kashmir is likened to a child, with both parents forever bickering and fighting as to 

which religion that child should embrace, and whom that child's loyalties should 

fall toward. How can that child be aptly protected then without being caught in the 

crossfire with both parents pointing guns at One another while the child stands in 

the middle watching it all?  

However, both, the Pakistani government as well as the government of India did 

not wish to allow the people to have their way with the original economic system, 

even though the people at that time demanded it and were backed eventually by 

the OIC, the Organization of Islamic Countries.  

This would then have solved the Kashmir problem, for independence comes only 

when liberty is first gained, leaving neither Pakistan nor India without credibility in 

the Kashmir region, instead trading back and forth One with another without the 

need for money. Imagine all three working as a family, with the child being allowed 

to stand upon its own two feet whilst the parents partake of the good the child 

offers back without loss of independence to itself.  

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  
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25.25.25.25. The Universal Blueprint Of The Law Of 

Forgiveness Of Karmic “Debt” (Part One) 
 

Universal principle and law have long provided a way for man, woman, and child, if taught 

correctly, to free themselves from the burden of negative karma WITHOUT expecting 

another to do it for them. Let us not be selfish. Here is a working blueprint to help you on 

your way. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  

 

Introduction 

  
 

"The Beloved in me is divinely inspired by the Beloved in you" Etheric"The Beloved in me is divinely inspired by the Beloved in you" Etheric"The Beloved in me is divinely inspired by the Beloved in you" Etheric"The Beloved in me is divinely inspired by the Beloved in you" Etheric    soulsoulsoulsoul----femalefemalefemalefemale    
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Dear ones, no religion can save you from your own misdeeds or deliberate no religion can save you from your own misdeeds or deliberate no religion can save you from your own misdeeds or deliberate no religion can save you from your own misdeeds or deliberate 

wickedness. wickedness. wickedness. wickedness. No one can work off your karmic debt to another but yourselves, and 

they, to you.  

Do you want to be "saved" from going through another lifestream with karmic 

hooks in your soul? Then work out your own "salvation" through the Universal Law Then work out your own "salvation" through the Universal Law Then work out your own "salvation" through the Universal Law Then work out your own "salvation" through the Universal Law 

of Forgiveness and of Forgiveness and of Forgiveness and of Forgiveness and free yourselves completely. free yourselves completely. free yourselves completely. free yourselves completely.     

The following is a working relic of a law which is known throughout the universes, 

and practiced thereof.  

  

Law of Forgiveness 

  

Any other way is no more than a bandage solution. Jesus traversed to India and the Law of 

Forgiveness from Universal Principle is all he preached to the people and not about 

sacrificing himself nor others. This is not based on any religion, but rather, as the Master 

Teacher said: "It is based upon fact." – Scribed quotation  by the hand and pen of I, 

Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  
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LAW OF FORGIVENESS 

I, (I, (I, (I, (your full name..your full name..your full name..your full name...), forgive you (.), forgive you (.), forgive you (.), forgive you (full name of personfull name of personfull name of personfull name of person...), for anything you have said or ...), for anything you have said or ...), for anything you have said or ...), for anything you have said or 

done in thought, word or deed which has caused me pain or suffering in this lifetime done in thought, word or deed which has caused me pain or suffering in this lifetime done in thought, word or deed which has caused me pain or suffering in this lifetime done in thought, word or deed which has caused me pain or suffering in this lifetime 

or any or any or any or any other lifetime. I release you (other lifetime. I release you (other lifetime. I release you (other lifetime. I release you (full name of personfull name of personfull name of personfull name of person...) from your karmic burden ...) from your karmic burden ...) from your karmic burden ...) from your karmic burden 

toward me. You are free! I am free! toward me. You are free! I am free! toward me. You are free! I am free! toward me. You are free! I am free!     

And I (And I (And I (And I (your full nameyour full nameyour full nameyour full name...) ask you (...) ask you (...) ask you (...) ask you (full name of personfull name of personfull name of personfull name of person...) to forgive me (...) to forgive me (...) to forgive me (...) to forgive me (your full your full your full your full 

name..name..name..name...) for anything I have said or done in thought, wo.) for anything I have said or done in thought, wo.) for anything I have said or done in thought, wo.) for anything I have said or done in thought, word or deed, which may have rd or deed, which may have rd or deed, which may have rd or deed, which may have 

caused you pain or suffering in this lifetime or any other lifetime. caused you pain or suffering in this lifetime or any other lifetime. caused you pain or suffering in this lifetime or any other lifetime. caused you pain or suffering in this lifetime or any other lifetime.     

I am now released from my karmic burdens toward you which have held me in I am now released from my karmic burdens toward you which have held me in I am now released from my karmic burdens toward you which have held me in I am now released from my karmic burdens toward you which have held me in 

bondage incarnation after incarnation. I am free! You are free! bondage incarnation after incarnation. I am free! You are free! bondage incarnation after incarnation. I am free! You are free! bondage incarnation after incarnation. I am free! You are free!     

And I (And I (And I (And I (your full namyour full namyour full namyour full nameeee...) thank you, gods and goddesses of light for bringing the ...) thank you, gods and goddesses of light for bringing the ...) thank you, gods and goddesses of light for bringing the ...) thank you, gods and goddesses of light for bringing the 

blueprint of knowledge of the Law of Forgiveness to my attention, and of the blueprint of knowledge of the Law of Forgiveness to my attention, and of the blueprint of knowledge of the Law of Forgiveness to my attention, and of the blueprint of knowledge of the Law of Forgiveness to my attention, and of the 

universal universal universal universal OnenessOnenessOnenessOneness, for the opportunity to forgive (, for the opportunity to forgive (, for the opportunity to forgive (, for the opportunity to forgive (full name of personfull name of personfull name of personfull name of person...), and myself ...), and myself ...), and myself ...), and myself 

((((your full nameyour full nameyour full nameyour full name...), and I her...), and I her...), and I her...), and I herewith do ask for only blessings upon the head of (ewith do ask for only blessings upon the head of (ewith do ask for only blessings upon the head of (ewith do ask for only blessings upon the head of (full full full full 

name of personname of personname of personname of person...)...)...)...)    as described in this Law of Forgiveness. as described in this Law of Forgiveness. as described in this Law of Forgiveness. as described in this Law of Forgiveness.     

(End of the Law of Forgiveness)  

-Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  
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26.26.26.26.  The Universal Blueprint Of The Law Of 

Forgiveness Of Karmic “Debt” (Part Two) 

 

 

The Working Blueprint 
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Forgiveness of Souls is the Best Way Forgiveness of Souls is the Best Way Forgiveness of Souls is the Best Way Forgiveness of Souls is the Best Way     

  

Dear ones, you must speak it out loudly and clearly, once in the morning and once 

in the evening, in the quiet of your room or some other place where you have 

privacy to speak these words out into the Universe.  

  

This is a working blueprint. As your words reverberate throughout the Universe, the 

hookhookhookhook which is placed in your soul by another will disintegrate and you will find all 

your anger, and fear, or longing for that particular person, has left for good. The 

release from a particular karmic baggage will take somewhere between 8 to 14 

days. You will feel the hook snap.  

    

    

    

The Universe Provides a Way Out 
 

  
"One Father God" Created All "One Father God" Created All "One Father God" Created All "One Father God" Created All ----    Up In The Clouds! Come on now!Up In The Clouds! Come on now!Up In The Clouds! Come on now!Up In The Clouds! Come on now!    
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The Universe has always provided a way out of karmic situations. 

When man and woman and child do not always know what to do with negative 

karmic burdens, they are found running wildly into One religion after the other, 

and in seeking help, they present themselves as targets for religious authorities, 

whom many themselves do not know any better the laws of the Universe, and 

genuinely do wish to help these people.  

Such religious authorities then, in error, inform the individual that someone else 

must take on their problems or karma, calling it "sin" and then offer up another, 

such as a "christed One."  

The religious system as a whole is guilty of luring the people and their money into The religious system as a whole is guilty of luring the people and their money into The religious system as a whole is guilty of luring the people and their money into The religious system as a whole is guilty of luring the people and their money into 

the religious trap of a false system. These religious actions are against universal law the religious trap of a false system. These religious actions are against universal law the religious trap of a false system. These religious actions are against universal law the religious trap of a false system. These religious actions are against universal law 

and principle, no matter which religious cover they and principle, no matter which religious cover they and principle, no matter which religious cover they and principle, no matter which religious cover they put over it. put over it. put over it. put over it.     

But religious enterprises such as the Vatican,Vatican,Vatican,Vatican, which is a country in itself with its own 

financial institution, know full well the truth of the matter and have hidden in its five know full well the truth of the matter and have hidden in its five know full well the truth of the matter and have hidden in its five know full well the truth of the matter and have hidden in its five 

miles of underground vaults the original writs, such as we are miles of underground vaults the original writs, such as we are miles of underground vaults the original writs, such as we are miles of underground vaults the original writs, such as we are again producing after again producing after again producing after again producing after 

many unhappy incarnations in trying to enlighten and free the people from religious many unhappy incarnations in trying to enlighten and free the people from religious many unhappy incarnations in trying to enlighten and free the people from religious many unhappy incarnations in trying to enlighten and free the people from religious 

"dogma" and hopelessness,"dogma" and hopelessness,"dogma" and hopelessness,"dogma" and hopelessness, for the religious dogma does nothing more than lead 

the people right back to where they were in the last life.  
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Gods, Goddesses and Starcraft! 

 
Starship - crew of gods and goddesses  

 

Always remember, dear ones, that the people who live within the diverse universes, the people who live within the diverse universes, the people who live within the diverse universes, the people who live within the diverse universes, 

galaxies and upon worlds, or other planets, are commonly referred to as gods and galaxies and upon worlds, or other planets, are commonly referred to as gods and galaxies and upon worlds, or other planets, are commonly referred to as gods and galaxies and upon worlds, or other planets, are commonly referred to as gods and 

goddesses by people goddesses by people goddesses by people goddesses by people in lower evolved lifestreams.in lower evolved lifestreams.in lower evolved lifestreams.in lower evolved lifestreams. This is because they come to this 

Earth in starcraft. This is why your Bible says: "Ye are all gods" and then 

purposefully leaves the rest of the explanation out, including the fact that females 

were among them.  

These dear ones are the ones who have taught this universal law of forgiveness 

throughout the ages wherever they were received, so they are being thanked in the 

Law of Forgiveness.  

Gods and goddesses are never to be worshiped nor prayed toGods and goddesses are never to be worshiped nor prayed toGods and goddesses are never to be worshiped nor prayed toGods and goddesses are never to be worshiped nor prayed to,,,,    because though they because though they because though they because though they 

have climbed their way up the ladder of life through acceptance of universal realities, have climbed their way up the ladder of life through acceptance of universal realities, have climbed their way up the ladder of life through acceptance of universal realities, have climbed their way up the ladder of life through acceptance of universal realities, 

they are just like you and Ithey are just like you and Ithey are just like you and Ithey are just like you and I. How can they not be? They are our ancestors.  
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Beware of the "God" Singularity Speaking! 
 

  

Many "Many "Many "Many "ggggods and ods and ods and ods and ggggoddesses" came from other worlds and together they seeded your oddesses" came from other worlds and together they seeded your oddesses" came from other worlds and together they seeded your oddesses" came from other worlds and together they seeded your 

planet of Angorius. planet of Angorius. planet of Angorius. planet of Angorius.     

Beware, those who call themselves "God" in the singular, for they are of the ones 

who demand worship and penance, and set themselves up over the people as the 

One and only "God" in the Universe, leaving the duality of the female out!  

Dear ones, you all have been sorely duped and lied to by every religious 

establishment, and it is now time to set the record straight in understanding 

exactly what your religious books have left out and changed for the modification of 

your knowledge and the benefit of certain people, and all at the expense of your 

spiritual growth and financial freedom. 

- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson  
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 27.27.27.27.    From Age To Youth - Reincarnation 

 

I am inserting this question from One of the Great Mancharians who are our 

Creator-Race:  

Question: Mancharians, when does life begin?  

Mancharians: When the spark of a match is lit. When the sperm enters the egg, a 

climax is held and life begins. 

Question: When does the soul enter into the embryo? 

Mancharians: At the time of the spark or climax there is a spiritual cord which goes 

from the embryo to the soul body and life is at the same time enacted.  

As there is an embryonic cord to the mother so is there an embryonic cord to the soul 

and everything works in balance. Thank you. Next question, please. 

Uthrania Seila: There are no more questions at this time.  

Mancharians: Mancharians out. 
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Existence: Before, Now, and After Continued 

 

Does Karma Follow New Born Babies Into The World? 

When a baby is born many say the baby is an innocent child. But is this really so?  

No.  

You will notice that some babies are born disfigured or blind or as Siamese twins, 

for an example. 

Is that not so?  

It is. 

When a person leaves their present lifestream and later reincarnates as a baby 

child, their karma whether to the positive or negative follows them. 

This is why some people are born “with a silver spoon” in their mouth and others 

are born impoverished.  
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The Karma Is Engraved In The DNA Of The Soul 

Yet the good karma can take the soul out of their impoverished situation in the 

days following.  

But more is to be well understood for there is a sequence to all of this. 

The babies soon grow and they are understood to be the “next generation” or 

“younger generation.” 

Because of the previous bodily death, for the soul does not die nor vanquish, the 

younger generation is and becomes the older generation building upon their 

talents from other lifestreams, in a new reincarnational life.  

Meanwhile, the last generation still living in the physical which is now the 

older generation, then upon physical death, becomes the next younger or 

new generation of people, and the Circle of Life begins all over again. 

 

Religion Cannot Free You No Matter Its Doctrines For Something Is 

Missing 

Religion cannot break the Circle of Reincarnation for all nature is born and reborn 

for lessons to be learned and the joys of life to be experienced until such time as 

the soul does not need to come back or reincarnate back upon worlds where the 

society are less evolved than those upon the first rung of a real paradisaical world. 

Some die young, physically, because they have already fulfilled their karma upon 

this earth we have star mapped as being Angorius.  

 

Are You To Blame For World Affairs In Any Category? What About 

WWI or WWII? Are You One To Say: “This Is Not My Fault! I Was Not 

Even There!” 
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Sometimes you had been there. When you hear a soul lamenting about an event 

which they feel they had no part in such as a war from another era or century, think 

again. 

Many are incarnates from seasoned wars somewhere on the globe, and when you 

find strange markings on your body it may well be from your having been shot 

during One of those past wars in One of your past incarnations.  

Disfigurations are commonly showing up in the next incarnation. 

That is why some souls have such a strong passion One way or another toward an 

event, an article of clothing or another kind of item in their present life or 

incarnation. 

 

Why Do You Have Such Love For Another Nation Or Peoples You Have 

Never Visited Nor Met? 

Also, you may wonder why it is you have such a love or loathing for One country 

and its people, a place you have never visited in your present lifestream. 

It is because you once reincarnated there in a past life journey. 

Everything which happens to you in your whims toward another culture or nation is 

because of past dealings.  

Some souls have given in to their crooked gene and incarnate to try and overcome 

that Hellion gene, to learn their lessons, but instead hurt people who do not 

deserve to be hurt and this is why lessons throughout incarnations exist; 

to feel the joy and to feel the pain so as not to repeat One’s actions to the 

negative, as well as to reap the pleasures of the earth through positive karma. 

-Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries McPherson 
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Cosmic Visitors and the Earth’s Rampage 

 

In this volume lies fruitful knowledge 

of what has occurred in mankind’s history, 

what is occurring now and what will occur in mankind’s future 

 

These are ˆnot˜ ordinary writings 

but writings which belong to all of humanity 

with not a One left out 

 

How did you come to be upon this world? 

How do you reclaim all of your rights? 

and 

who did this to you?  
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